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vABSTRACT
To investigate the role of crystal anisotropy and the impact stress on the shock induced
elastic-plastic deformation of BCC single crystals at high stresses, molybdenum
single crystals were shock compressed along [100], [111], and [110] orientations.
A series of plate impact experiments were conducted with various impact stresses
(23 − 190 GPa) along each orientation. Along the [100] and [111] orientations,
two-wave structure - an elastic shock wave trailed by a plastic shock wave - was
observed to 110 GPa. Along the [110] orientation, the two-wave structure was
observed only up to 90 GPa.
Based on the measured quantities, in-material quantities at the elastic limit and at the
peak state were calculated. The elastic wave amplitudes were analyzed to determine
the crystal anisotropy effects, the impact stress dependence, and the activated slip
systems on the elastic limit. The elastic wave amplitude increased linearly with
increasing impact stress, and that was significantly larger along the [111] orientation
compared to the other orientations. The difference between calculated maximum
resolved shear stresses at the elastic limit and corresponding Peierls stress suggested
the activation of {110}<111> slip systems.
At the peak state, the Hugoniot relations were calculated along each orientation and
compared with polycrystalline molybdenumHugoniot relations. The Hugoniot rela-
tions along three orientations were in agreement within experimental uncertainties,
even though the elastic limit showed considerable anisotropy. Also, they agreed
reasonably well with the polycrystalline molybdenum data. This implied that the
in-material quantities at the peak state do not depend on crystal orientation or the
presence of grain boundaries.
In addition to the plate impact experiments, finite element simulations of shock
compressed molybdenum single crystals were conducted using Abaqus Explicit in
order to gain insight into deformation mechanisms activated during the elastic-
plastic deformation. Shear strains on slip systems were explicitly considered by
the crystal plasticity model implemented using Abaqus VUMAT subroutine. The
results of FEM simulations indicated that {110}<111> systems were likely to be
operating at the elastic limit. This observation was consistent with the experimental
results from the present study.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
Understanding material behavior under extreme conditions is important for many
applications and scientific advances. Some examples of extreme conditions are
high pressure, large strain rate, and high temperature, and materials encounter
those conditions in many applications. Among the experimental techniques that
can subject materials to high stresses, plate impact experiments provide a unique
approach to investigate the compressed state of a material at well-characterized,
high stresses (∼100 GPa) subjected to high strain-rate loading. In a plate impact
experiment, the center of the sample is subjected to uniaxial strain loading condition
due to inertial confinement until the edge wave arrives. Thus, during a short duration
of time, the strain in the material has only one non-zero component, which is
beneficial for analysis of stresses. The strain-rate achievable by the plate impact
experiment is on the order of ∼ 106 s−1, which cover the range of strain-rates that
materials often encounter in engineering applications.
Experiments on single crystals are particularly beneficial for the following reasons:
orientation of the loading direction and the slip systems are well-defined, and that
permits shear stress calculations on relevant slip systems; and complications arising
from wave reflections at grain boundaries are avoided. Because of these benefits,
we chose to study single crystals to gain insight into the elastic-plastic deformation
mechanisms under Mbar (100 GPa) shock stresses.
To date, shock wave experimental studies on single crystals have focused primarily
on the elastic limit at lowpeak stresses. The anisotropy of the elastic limitwas studied
for molybdenum [1–3], tantalum [4], lithium fluoride [5–7], sodium chloride [8],
magnesium [9, 10], beryllium [11], and copper [12] at impact stresses on the order
of ∼10 GPa. Specifically, for BCC single crystals, there have been no studies that
have investigated the elastic-plastic deformation under shock compression to high
stresses (Mbar stresses).
Besides the elastic limit, behavior at the peak state of single crystals under shock
compression to high stresses is another area that has been minimally explored. The
peak state due to shock compression has been mainly studied for polycrystalline
materials. For example, the Los Alamos Shock Compendium [13] from the 1970s
2reported Hugoniot relations at the peak state for a wide range of materials, but it did
not include studies on single crystals. The peak state in shock compressed single
crystal was studied for aluminum [14] and copper [15]. Both of those previous works
subjected FCC single crystals to shock compression to ∼ 70 GPa peak stresses. In
contrast, for BCC single crystals, the peak state during the shock compression to
high stresses has not been studied.
Thus, as we have seen above, there is a need to conduct studies at ∼100 GPa
impact stresses, to fully understand the role of anisotropy and high impact stress
on the elastic limit in shock compressed BCC single crystals. Also, a series of
experiments with varying impact stress can enable an understanding of the impact
stress dependence.
1.1 Objective
The objectives of this study were to investigate the elastic-plastic deformation and
the anisotropic response of BCC single crystals shock compressed to high stresses
that were more than an order of magnitude larger than the elastic limit. Molybdenum
(Mo) was chosen for this study, because it is a good representative of BCC metals
and is available in the form of high-purity single crystals. Also, Mo is an important
material for engineering applications due to its high resistance against heat and
corrosion. Since those applications, especially in the area of aerospace engineering,
involve extreme environments such as high pressure and high-rate deformation,
understanding of the dynamic behavior is essential. In contrast to shock studies,
its elastic-plastic deformation under (quasi-)static loading has been well studied
[16–30]. The governing deformation mechanism was found to be dislocation slip
on {110}<111> and/or {112}<111> systems [18–25, 27].
Regarding shock compression of Mo single crystals, prior studies provided compre-
hensive data at lower stress (∼10 GPa) range [1–3]. The present work has covered
stress range up to significantly high stresses (to 100 GPa and higher) and examined
the stress dependence of the elastic limit and the peak state under high stresses. Thus,
the present work has examined deformation issues not considered in the previous
studies.
Specifically, the objectives of this study were the following:
• Investigate the elastic-plastic deformation of Mo single crystals shock com-
pressed to high stresses. The stresses are significantly higher than the Hugo-
3niot elastic limit of Mo, and on the order of 100 GPa and higher.
• Examine the effects of anisotropy and the impact stress on the elastic-plastic
deformation of Mo single crystals for a broad range of impact stresses.
• Examine the role of deformation mechanisms at the elastic limit under high
impact stress.
• Investigate the peak state, and examine the effect of anisotropy on theHugoniot
relations.
• Implement a crystal plasticitymodel into finite elementmethod (FEM) scheme
and conduct FEM simulations to gain insight into activated deformationmech-
anisms.
1.2 Approach
To achieve the overall objectives outlined above, a combination of experimental
and numerical approaches was employed. For the experimental part, Mo single
crystals were characterized by plate impact experiments. Mo single crystals were
shock loaded along three crystal orientations: [100], [111], and [110]. Since pure
longitudinal wave can exist along those three orientations in a cubic crystal [31],
the Mo single crystals were subjected to uniaxial strain loading condition (1-D
compression) in the experiments. The projectile velocities in the plate impact
experiments were systematically varied to achieve approximately 23, 67, 90, 110,
and 190 GPa impact stresses. The thickness of the sample was kept constant
nominally at 2 mm for all of the experiments except two experiments along the
[111] orientation which used thicker samples. Those two experiments along the
[111] orientation were carried out in order to examine the decay of elastic wave
amplitude with propagation distance, and the sample thickness was 3.5 mm. The
experiments were conducted using a powder gun and a two-stage light gas gun at
the Institute for Shock Physics, Washington State University.
In each experiment, particle velocity was measured on the back surface of the Mo
single crystal using interferometry (VISAR [32, 33]). The elastic and plastic shock
velocities were determined by the time difference of the arrival time on the front
and back surface of a Mo single crystal. Based on the measured particle velocity
and shock velocities, the in-material quantities at the elastic limit and the peak
state were calculated using a method similar to impedance matching procedures
and the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions used previously [1–3]. Also, maximum
4resolved shear stresses (RSS) on slip planes were calculated following the approach
used by Johnson et al. [31] to gain insight into the slip systems contributing to the
deformation mechanisms.
For the numerical part, crystal plasticity model that explicitly accounts for crystallo-
graphic slipwas implemented usingVUMAT subroutine [34]. The FEMsimulations
were conducted using Abaqus Explicit [35] which was based on the explicit inte-
gration rule. The results of the FEM simulations provided insight into the activated
deformation mechanisms during the shock compression of Mo single crystals.
1.3 Organization of This Thesis
The layout of the remaining chapters is as follows:
Chapter 2 provides background materials on the plate impact experiments and
elastic-plastic deformation of Mo single crystals. This chapter also reviews the
relevant shock studies on BCC single crystals, high stress studies on single crystals,
and studies on polycrystalline Mo.
Chapter 3 describes the details of the plate impact experiments carried out at the
Institute for Shock Physics, Washington State University. Methods used for the
preparation of each target component and impactor, measurements under the ambient
condition, construction of the target, and setup for laser interferometer (VISAR [32,
33]) are presented.
Chapter 4 presents the results of plate impact experiments in two parts. The first
part presents the measured velocity profiles near the elastic limit, and the results
for different impact stresses are compared. This part also shows the results for the
experiments with thick samples. The second part presents the observation at the
peak state, and compares the results between the three orientations.
Chapter 5 analyzes the experimental results presented in Chapter 4. In-material
quantities at the elastic limit and the peak state are calculated. Based on elastic
wave amplitude, the resolved shear stress (RSS) at the elastic limit on {110}<111>
and {112}<111> slip systems are calculated. Based on the in-material quantities at
the peak state, Hugoniot relations are calculated, and they are compared with the
Hugoniot relations for polycrystalline Mo [36].
Chapter 6 describes the FEM simulation carried out in the present study. The crystal
plasticity model implement in using Abaqus VUMAT subroutine [34] is described
in detail. The results of the FEM simulation are compared with the experimental
5results, and they are analyzed in terms of contributing deformation mechanisms.
Chapter 7 summarizes the findings of the present work, and outlines the directions
for future work.
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BACKGROUND
This chapter provides background for this study. Section 2.1 presents the theoretical
background for the plate impact experiments and shock jump conditions that describe
the relation between the states ahead and behind the shock wave. Section 2.2
provides the crystalline properties of Molybdenum (Mo). The crystal structure and
the elastic properties are also summarized. Section 2.3 reviews past studies on the
quasi-static deformation of Mo single crystals. Sections 2.4 - 2.6 review relevant
past experimental studies on shock compression. Lastly, themotivation for this study
is described in Section 2.7. The section also lists the specific research questions to
be answered through this study.
2.1 Plate Impact Experiments
In this study, Mo single crystals were characterized experimentally using plate
impact experiments. In a plate impact experiment, a plate is accelerated to desired
velocity either by compressed air or explosive, and strikes against the target. This
plate is referred to as an impactor. In a transmission type of experiment, a material
of interest, which we refer to as sample, is initially at rest. When an impactor strikes
the target which contains the sample, a plane wave is generated inside the target.
Due to the inertial confinement, the region at the center of the sample is subjected to
pure one dimensional compression (uniaxial strain condition) until waves generated
at the outer edge of the sample arrive at the center. The response of the sample is
measured during that time frame. In this work, laser interferometry (VISAR [1, 2])
was used to measure the velocity profile on the back surface of the sample. The
well-characterized loading condition is beneficial in analyzing stress and density
inside the sample. Because of that, since the 1950s, a wide range of materials have
been characterized under shock compression using plate impact experiments [3].
Also, for studies on single crystals, it permits the calculation of the corresponding
shear stresses on planes of interest inside sample at the elastic limit [4].
Shock jump conditions
In a plate impact experiment where shocks propagate into the sample, the differential
forms of the governing equations are not well defined. Instead, the integral forms of
9Figure 2.1: One-dimensional (1D) control volume in which a shock wave is propa-
gating to the right with Eulerian velocity D.
the governing equations are used. Taking into account the uniaxial strain condition,
the state ahead and behind the shock wave are related by shock jump conditions [5,
6] shown below.
ρ(D − u) = ρ0(D − u0) (2.1)
P − P0 = ρ0(D − u0)(u − u0) (2.2)
E − E0 = 12 (P + P0)(V − V0) (2.3)
where ρ is the density, D is the Eulerian (spatial) shock velocity, u is the particle
velocity, P is the longitudinal stress, E is the internal energy per unit volume, and
V is the specific volume which is the inverse of the density. In the equations above,
the variables with subscript 0 represent the state ahead of (before the arrival of)
the shock wave. Equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are based on conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy, respectively.
2.2 Crystal Structure and Elastic Properties
Molybdenum (Mo) is a transition metal that possesses high resistance against heat
and corrosion. Mo has a body centered cubic (BCC) crystal structure under ambient
condition, and the structure is schematically shown in Fig. 2.2. The lattice parameter
is reported to be a = 3.1474 Åat 291 K [7]. The atomic weight is reported to be
95.96 [8]. Hence, the theoretical density of Mo is 10.222 g/cc.
Mo single crystals were subjected to shock compression along [100], [111], and
[110] orientations in our work. Table 2.1 summarizes the correspondence of those
10
Figure 2.2: A unit cell of Mo single crystal (BCC structure).
Table 2.1: Crystallographic orientations considered in the present work
Orientation Direction in Fig. 2.2 Atoms atSymmetric Position Symmetry
[100] 1→3 2,5 and 2 more1 4-fold symmetry
[111] 1→8 2, 3 ,5 3-fold symmetry
[110] 1→6 2, 5 2-fold symmetry
orientations to the crystallographic directions in Fig. 2.2. In the second column,
one of the vectors in each orientation in terms of the location of atoms shown in
Fig. 2.2 is shown. Third column shows an example of a group of atoms located at
symmetric positions around the particular vector.
Cubic crystals have three independent second order elastic moduli: C11, C12, and
C44 in matrix notation [9], and six independent third order elastic moduli: C111,
1Two remaining atoms at the symmetric position are in adjacent unit cells.
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C112, C123, C144, C166, and C456 in matrix notation [10]. The second order elastic
moduli at the room temperature were measured by Davidson et al. [11] using
pulse-superposition method, that was similar to the sound speed measurement in the
present work. The third order elastic moduli at the room temperature were measured
under hydrostatic pressures up to 1 GPa and uniaxial compression up to 0.17 GPa by
Voronov et al. [12] by acoustic measurements. The elastic moduli are summarized
in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Elastic moduli of molybdenum single crystals at room temperature
Second order elastic moduli [11] C11 C12 C44 – – –[GPa] 466.1 162.6 109.5
Third order elastic moduli [12] C111 C112 C123 C144 C166 C456
[GPa] -3557 -1333 -617 -269 -893 -555
2.3 Plastic Deformation of Mo Single Crystals
The elastic-plastic deformation of Mo single crystals under (quasi-)static loading
has been well characterized. In this section, the relevant previous studies are
summarized.
Slip systems
In BCC crystals, slip occurs in the [111] direction which is the closest packed
direction and the corresponding Burgers vector is b = a2 [111] [13]. For Mo single
crystals, the governing deformation mechanism was found to be dislocation slip on
{110}<111> and {112}<111> systems [14–22].
In the experimental work by Irwin et al. [20], Mo single crystals were subjected to
quasi-static compression along [100], [111], and [110] orientations. They observed
that the slip lines mainly coincide with traces of irrational planes between {110}
and {112}. However, they concluded that the slip on the high-index planes were
due to cross slip [21] between {110} and {112} planes.
Some studies have also reported the activation of {123}<111> slip systems, but
those systems were only observed under small strains on the order of 0.1%, and
{110}<111> slip systems became prominent as the strain increased [17, 18].
Therefore, in this study, {110}<111> and {112}<111> slip systems are considered
as the candidates for the activated deformation mechanisms in Mo single crystals
under shock compression. These slip systems are schematically shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Dominant slip systems in Mo single crystals.
Role of screw and edge dislocations
In BCC metals including Mo, due to its non-planer structure, the mobility of screw
dislocation is significantly lower than the mobility of edge dislocation. Thus, the
threshold for the dislocation motion, Peierls stress, corresponding to the screw
dislocation is more than 10 times larger than that of the edge dislocation. Therefore,
the plastic deformation of Mo is dominated by the nucleation and the motion of
screw dislocations [13, 17, 18, 21–24].
When the resolved shear stress (RSS) is smaller than the Peierls stress, thermally
activated kink-pair formation and migration controls the plastic deformation. Above
Peierls stress, the mobility of dislocations due to phonon-drag controls the plastic
deformation [24]. The temperature dependence and the strain-rate dependence of
the yield stress of Mo single crystals under static loading at low temperatures [16,
21, 22] are attributed to the thermally activated kink-pair formation.
The Peierls stress is the RSS required for dislocations to overcome the energy barrier
without thermal effects under the ambient pressure. For Mo single crystals, Hollang
et al. [21] calculated the Peierls stress for screw dislocations based on kink-pair
theory [23]. The Peierls stress for screw dislocations was computed to be 870±10
MPa on {110} planes, and 690±10 MPa on {112} planes [21].
Yang et al. [24] reported the pressure dependence of the Peierls stress. Based
on atomistic calculations, they showed that the ratio between the Peierls stress and
the shear modulus stays constant for the pressure up to ∼400 GPa, while the shear
13
modulus increases with pressure.
Twinning-antitwinning asymmetry
Guiu [25] subjected Mo single crystals to shear along [111] orientation in the range
77 - 295 K, and found that the ratio of critical resolved shear stress (critical RSS)
for the hard and soft {112}<111> systems was around 1.5. This difference in the
critical RSS on {112}<111> systems depending on direction of shear is referred to
as twinning-antitwinning asymmetry. In this subsection, the cause of the twinning-
antitwinning asymmetry is described below based on models for stacking fault in
BCC single crystals [26].
In BCC single crystals, the stacking sequence of {112} planes has 6-layer repetition
[26]. Figure 2.4 schematically shows the stacking sequence. The Burgers vector
corresponding to unit slip is a2 [111] [13].
Figure 2.4: Schematic of stacking sequence along [112] direction in BCC single
crystals. Each vertical line corresponds to an {112} plane. The distance between two
horizontal lines corresponds to a projection of a2 [111] vector onto [112] direction.
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In Fig. 2.4, let us assume that the atoms are displaced in a part of the crystal,
right of the second vertical lines from the left. Depending on the direction of the
displacement, the resulting arrangement of the atoms are different. They are shown
in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6. The amplitude of deformation is assumed to be a6 [111].
In Figs. 2.4 - 2.6, the character above each vertical dotted line represents the order
in the repetition. In Fig. 2.5, the order is ABABCDEFA. Two layers AB are inserted
into the original repetition, and this corresponds to a monolayer twin (twinning
only on the third layer from the left). On the other hand, in Fig. 2.6, the order is
ABEFABCDE. Four layers EFAB are inserted into the original repetition, which is
different from the former case and this does not correspond to a monolayer twin.
We can see that those are energetically different, and that is the origin of twinning-
antitwinning symmetry. Figure 2.5 corresponds to the deformation in the twinning
sense, and Fig. 2.6 corresponds to the deformation in the antitwinning sense. Since
the deformation in the twinning sense is energetically favourable, the critical RSS
is lower for the {112}<111> slip systems in a twinning sense.
In contrast to the {112}<111> slip systems, for the {110}<111> slip systems, the
stacking sequence of {110} planes in BCC single crystals has a two-layer repetition
[26]. Therefore, the displacements in both directions along [111] direction result
in the equivalent arrangements of the atoms. Therefore, the asymmetry discussed
above does not exist for {110}<111> slip systems in BCC single crystals.
2.4 Shock Studies on BCC Single Crystals
In this section, previous experimental studies onBCCsingle crystalswhichmeasured
wave profiles using plate impact experiment are summarized.
Molybdenum single crystals
Among previous shock studies onBCC single crystals, studies onmolybdenum (Mo)
single crystals by Mandal et al. [27–29] are the most comprehensive. In their work,
Mo single crystals were subjected to shock compression to 12.5 GPa impact stress
along [100], [111], and [110] orientations, and the particle velocity was measured at
varying propagation distances. The elastic wave amplitude and the decay rate with
propagation distance showed clear anisotropic effect. The elastic wave amplitude at
sufficiently large thicknesswas∼5.3GPa along [111] orientation and∼3.6GPa along
[100] and [110] orientations. The resolved shear stresses (RSS) on {110}<111> and
{112}<111> slip systems at the elastic limit for sufficiently large sample thickness
were calculated, and the calculation suggested that the RSS attenuates rapidly when
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a resulting arrangement of atoms by a deformation in
twinning sense.
Figure 2.6: Schematic of a resulting arrangement of atoms by a deformation in
antitwinning sense.
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RSS was greater than the corresponding Peierls stress [21]. They also conducted
numerical simulations based on the nonlinear anisotropic framework developed by
Winey et al. [30]. The results from the numerical simulations showed that the
{110}<111> and the {112}<111> slip systems are activated under shock loading.
Also, the nucleation term which accounted for an increase in the plastic strain
rate above the Peierls stress was essential to obtain reasonable agreement with
experiments. In their work, the impact stress was kept constant at a relatively low
stress (12.5 GPa). Thus, the impact stress dependence of the elastic limit was
not considered. Also, their experimental and numerical work did not conclusively
determine which of the two slip systems were activated during the shock induced
deformation.
Kanel et al. [31] also examined Mo single crystals under shock compression
along [100], [111], and [110] orientations. In their experiments, shock waves were
generated either by an aluminum (Al) impactor or a high-power proton beam. The
range of peak stress was up to ∼100 GPa for their plate impact experiments with Al
impactors. Since Kanel et al. primarily focused on the spall strength of Mo single
crystals and porycrystalline Mo, the elastic limit and the peak state were not fully
analyzed. The average elastic wave amplitude was reported to be 3.7±0.5 GPa.
Tantalum single crystals
Whiteman et al. [32] examined Tantalum (Ta) single crystals along [100], [111],
and [110] orientations under shock compression. The thickness of the samples
was kept constant at ∼4 mm, and the peak stresses ranged from 6 GPa to 23 GPa.
The particle velocity was measured on the back surface (free surface) of Ta single
crystal samples using frequency shifted heterodyne velocimetry system [33]. At
6.4 GPa peak stress, the measured free surface velocity exhibited time-dependent
response and the elastic limit showed anisotropic effect. However, at 23 GPa peak
stress, the peak of the elastic limit was not measured accurately due to low return
signal strength level in the heterodyne velocimetry system. Hence, the anisotropic
effect at the elastic limit at 23 GPa peak stress was not clear. Also, the impact
stress dependence was not discussed. Whiteman et al. [32] also carried out a finite
element simulation incorporating dislocation dynamics-based model, but the model
did not capture the anisotropic behavior at the elastic limit.
Pang et al. [34] subjected Ta single crystals to shock compression along [100],
[111], and [110] orientations to 6 GPa peak stress. In their work, the shocked Ta
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single crystals were recovered and investigated using scanning electron microscopy
and transmission electron microscopy for shock induced defect evolution. Along all
orientations, twinning on the planes of {112} family and voids along the twinning
boundaries were observed. The distribution of the twins and the size of the voids
were found to be orientation dependent. Since their work was based on sample re-
covery, the loading history was more complex than the uniaxial strain loading. Their
work gives a good starting point for the determination of deformation mechanisms
during the shock, however it is not conclusive.
Tungsten single crystals
Michaels et al. [35] subjected Tungsten (W) single crystals to shock compression
along [100], [111], and [110] orientations. Their work was also mentioned in John-
son et al. [4]. At 7.5 GPa impact stress with 3 mm thickness sample, the elastic wave
amplitude showed anisotropic effect: the elastic wave amplitude was 2.8, 4.0, and
3.3 GPa along [100], [111], and [110] orientation, respectively. A dislocation-based
model was used to simulate the measured wave profile, and their data supported
the operation of {110}<111> and {112}<111> slip systems, which was previously
found to be activated under quasi-static loading. Since the experimental data at only
one impact stress were reported, the impact stress dependence of the elastic wave
amplitude is not clear.
Iron single crystals
Jensen et al. [36] examined α-phase (BCC) iron single crystals under shock com-
pression to peak stresses above 13 GPa. The α-phase iron single crystal is known
to undergo polymorphic phase transition above 13 GPa. Iron single crystals were
shock compressed along [100], [110], and [210] orientations, and the sample thick-
ness was nominally 0.7 mm. Liu et al. [37] also examined α-phase iron single
crystals under shock compression. In their work, iron single crystals were shock
compressed along [100], [111], and [110] orientations to ∼ 23 GPa peak stress at the
propagation distance of 1.15 mm. In both of the works on iron single crystals, the
elastic amplitude showed anisotropic effect, and the elastic amplitude was largest
along [100] orientation. In the experiments along the other orientations, a release
behind the elastic limit was observed [36, 37]. Since their main focus was on the
shock-induced phase transition, the impact stress dependence of the elastic wave
amplitude was not considered in these works.
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2.5 Shock Studies on Single Crystals at High Stresses
For BCC single crystals, there have been no previous studies that investigated the
elastic-plastic deformation under shock compression to high stresses. In contrast,
there have been some relevant studies on FCC single crystals at high stresses. This
section reviews relevant studies on aluminum (Al) single crystals [38] and copper
(Cu) single crystals [39] under shock compression to high stresses.
Choudhuri et al. [38] examined the deformation of Al single crystals along [100],
[111], and [110] orientations at peak stresses ranging from 40 GPa to 70 GPa,
and reported that the Hugoniot relations were not distinguishable between three
orientations. They also reported that the longitudinal sound speed in the shocked
state exhibited anisotropy. Chau et al. [39] subjected Cu single crystals to shock
compression along [100], [111], and [110] orientations to 9 - 67 GPa peak stresses,
and reported that the Hugoniot relations for the three orientations agreed well with
polycrystalline data [40]. However, except for the lowest impact velocity in Chau
et al. [39], these studies reported overdriven, single wave profiles. Hence, these
studies on Al and Cu did not consider the effect of elastic limit on the peak state as
the preceding state.
2.6 Shock Studies on Polycrystalline Molybdenum
In contrast to single crystals, there is a notable previous work on the peak state of
shock compressed polycrystalline Mo. Hixson et al. [41] examined shock response
of polycrystalline Mo using a two-stage light gas gun. In conjunction with previous
experimental data [42], they considered the peak stresses ranging from 180 GPa to
480 GPa. They also utilized data from low stress experiments [43] and provided
overall linear fit for Us − up relation,
Us = (5.122 ± 0.015) + (1.245 ± 0.007)up (2.4)
where 0.44 ≤ up ≤ 4.40 km/s. It is noted that such linear relation is empirical,
but it is observed in a wide range of materials. For the wide variety of materials
investigated by Swegle et al. [44], the tangent of the Us − up relation falls in the
range of 1.1-1.5 [45].
2.7 Motivation
From the literature survey, the studies on the BCC single crystals shock compressed
to high stress range appear to be minimal. For BCC single crystals, the effect of
anisotropy and the impact stress on the elastic limit under high stress has not been
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studied. Also, the effect of anisotropy at the peak state in BCC single crystals has
remained unexplored.
In view of the areas that have been minimally explored, the present work focused
on the elastic-plastic deformation of Mo single crystals shocked to various impact
stresses along three crystal orientations: [100], [111], and [110]. In addition to the
plate impact experiments, finite elementmethod (FEM) simulations were carried out
using Abaqus Explicit [46] in order to gain insight into the contributing deformation
mechanisms in Mo single crystals shock compressed to high stresses.
Specifically, the following questions were addressed through the present work. The
research questions can be grouped into two categories: regarding elastic limit and
regarding peak state.
Regarding elastic limit:
• How does the elastic wave amplitude under high impact stresses compare with
the lower stress data from Mandal et al. [27–29]?
• Does the elastic wave amplitude show dependence on the impact stress?
• What is the role of anisotropy at high stresses?
• What slip systems contribute to yielding at the elastic limit? Can high stress
experiments distinguish between {110}<111> and {112}<111> slip systems?
Regarding peak state:
• How do the in-material quantities at the peak state depend on crystal orienta-
tion?
• When two-wave structure is observed, how does the peak state depend on the
preceding state (elastic limit)?
• How does the Hugoniot relations compare with the polycrystalline Mo Hugo-
niot [41]? Is the empirical linear Us − up relation applicable for Mo single
crystals?
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C h a p t e r 3
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The plate impact experiments described in Section 2.1 provide a unique way to
investigate the material behavior at the high stress range. In this chapter, sample
preparation, associated ambientmeasurements, target assembly, and instrumentation
are described. All of the experiments in this study has been carried out at the Institute
for Shock Physics, Washington State University.
3.1 Sample Preparation
In each plate impact experiment, therewere three target components and an impactor.
Target assembly consisted of a Mo single crystal, a buffer, and a lithium fluoride
(LiF) [100] oriented optical window. For all of the experiments, the impactor and
the buffer were chosen to be the same material, either 1050 aluminum alloy (Al) or
C101 Copper (Cu), to achieve a symmetric impact. Cu was used for most of the
experiments, and Al was used for 23 GPa impact stress experiments. This was to
ensure that the shock wave propagating into the buffer was overdriven, single wave,
in order to simplify the wave propagating into the Mo single crystal sample. In this
section, the preparation of each target component is elaborated.
Mo single crystal sample
Molybdenum single crystals were obtained from Accumet Materials Co. (Ossining,
NY) in the form of cylindrical bar with approximately 30 mm diameter. Each of the
bar was oriented so that the longitudinal direction aligns with [100], [111], or [110]
crystal orientation, respectively.
Molybdenum single crystals were first machined to approximately 13 mm diame-
ter and thickness that was approximately 0.5 mm thicker than the desired sample
thickness. This process was done with the help of the materials engineer, Nate
Arganbright, at the Institute for Shock Physics, Washington State University.
A bar of Mo single crystal was potted into a thin walled cylinder made of Al using
815 epoxy. This has been done in a way that the normal of the end surfaces of the
cylinder aligned with the desired crystal orientation of the Mo single crystal. A
slight tilt of the crystal orientation in the Mo single crystal bar was determined using
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Figure 3.1: ISOMET®4000 linear precision saw and a Mo single crystal disc.
Laue diffraction, and was compensated in this process. This enables us to mount the
bar of Mo single crystal in the chuck of an ISOMET®4000 linear precision saw, in
a desired orientation. A silicon carbide blade was used to cut a disc of Mo. Figure
3.1 shows a bar of Mo single crystal being mounted in the chuck, and a disc cut by
the rotating silicon carbide blade.
After the disc was cut out, the 815 epoxy surrounding the disc of Mo single crystal
was removed. The disc ofMo single crystal was lapped in order to make the surfaces
flat for the X-ray Laue diffractionmeasurement. The process for lapping is described
in detail later. Then, the orientation of the crystal was checked with Laue diffraction
again. The disc of Mo single crystal was screwed onto a square Al block, then
secured onto the drill. This is shown in Fig. 3.2. A diamond core drill whose
inner diameter was 12.8 mm was used to cut out two samples from the Mo single
crystal disc. Silicon carbide grinding compound, which is the grey liquid shown in
Fig. 3.2(b), and water were constantly added to suppress the heat and to maintain
the abrasiveness for cutting. The drill was pushed gently on the sample, in an
intermittent manner, in order to suppress the excess heating of the drill. The cutting
rate was kept approximately 1 µm/s. Once the drill had cut entirely through the
Mo single crystal disc, the drill was unscrewed from the machine and the Mo single
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Figure 3.2: Machining process of Mo single crystal sample. (a) A Mo single crystal
disc screwed onto an Al block. (b) Two samples being cut out from a disc by
diamond core drill.
crystal sample was taken out. Because of the vibration of the drill, the diameter of
the cut samples became smaller towards the bottom surface. The difference of the
diameter of the two surfaces was not significant. However, in order to ensure longer
time window for the velocity profile measurement, the bigger surface of Mo single
crystal sample was chosen to be on the impact side in the target assembly.
After two Mo single crystal samples were cut, each sample was lapped using
LAPMASTER® lapping machine until the thickness was approximately 20 µm
larger than the desired thickness. The sample was put inside a jig that pushes the
sample against the rotating plate of the lappingmachine. 20 µmaluminum oxide grit
was used in the lapping process, and the speed of lapping in terms of the decrease in
the thickness was around 6 µm/min. At the beginning of the lapping, the sample was
flipped every 10 minutes, and as it approached to the end, the sample was flipped
every one minute to achieve flat and parallel surfaces. The parallelism of the sample
was inspected by measuring the thickness at five different locations. The difference
in the thickness was kept below 5 µm at the end of the lapping process. The picture
of the lapping machine is shown in Fig. 3.3(a).
After the lapping, the Mo sample was polished down to the desired thickness. Oil-
based diamond polishing compound was applied onto paper that was attached to a
rotating table, and the Mo single crystal sample was pushed against the paper by
hand. There were four types of polishing compounds, and each of them contained
15, 9, 3, and 1 µm diamond grit, respectively. Polishing was done step-wise to
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Figure 3.3: Apparatuses for lapping and polishing. (a) LAPMASTER®lapping
machine. (b) Polishing table and oil-based diamond polishing compound.
achieve 1 µm surface finish. At the end of each step, the parallelism of the sample
was inspected. Good surface finish was needed to get reflective surface for the
velocity measurement using VISAR [1, 2]. After polishing, flatness of the sample
was checked using Edmund optics optical flats. Figure 3.3(b) shows the apparatuses
for polishing.
After the polishing, the Mo single crystal sample was characterized under ambient
condition. This process is described in Section 3.2. Once characterized, the Mo
sample was polished again with 1 µm diamond grid, in order to remove scratches
potentially generated during the characterization.
Impactor
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the impactor was made either from Al or Cu.
There are three types of impactors used in the experiments. The nominal dimensions
of each type of impactor are summarized in Table 3.1
Table 3.1: Nominal dimension of impactors
Material Impact Facility Impact Stress
Diameter of
Impact Surface Thickness Mass
[GPa] [mm] [mm] [g]
Al Powder gun 23 25.4 1.8 2.5
Cu Powder gun 67 25.4 1.7 7.7
Cu Two-stagelight gas gun1 90, 110, 190 25.4
1.12
3.0
3.6
9.9
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An impactor was first manufactured at a machine shop at the Washington State
University. The impactor was then lapped flat and parallel using the corresponding
lapping jig. In the lapping process, the impactor was flipped every 30 seconds for
the first 2 minutes, every 20 seconds for the subsequent 2 minutes, and every 15
seconds for the last 2 minutes. This process ensured the parallelism. If an impactor
was thicker than the desired thickness at this point, the impactor was then lapped
further. For the impactors for two-stage light gas gun, the excess thickness was
removed only from the smaller diameter surface, in order to preserve the tapered lip
on the back side. The parallelism of the impactor was inspected by measuring the
thickness at five different locations. The difference in the thickness was kept below
7 µm at the end of the lapping.
After the lapping process, the impactor was polished with 15 and 9 µm oil-based
diamond polishing compounds, to obtain 9 µm surface finish. The procedure for
polishing was the same as the Mo single crystal sample. After the polishing, the
impactor was characterized under ambient condition, which is described in Section
3.2. Once characterized, the impactor for the two-stage light gas gun was molded
into a polycarbonate base. The impactor for the powder gun was bonded onto a
polycarbonate base using 815 epoxy. Figure 3.4 shows the prepared projectiles of
each type.
Buffer
To achieve a symmetric impact, the buffer and the impactor were made from the
same material. In our experiments, the dimension of the buffer was the same for all
of the experiments. The nominal dimensions were 31.75 mm in diameter and 0.93
mm in thickness.
A buffer was first machined to approximately 0.2 mm thicker than the desired value
at a machine shop in the Washington State University. The buffer was then lapped
flat and parallel using the corresponding lapping jig. In the lapping process, the
buffer was flipped every 5 minutes at the beginning, and as it approached to the end,
the buffer was flipped every one minute to achieve flat and parallel surfaces. The
parallelism of the buffer was inspected by measuring the thickness at five different
1Impactor for two-stage light gas gun has a thin tapered lip on the back side, and the impact side
has a smaller diameter.
2Those impactors initially had 3.0 mm thickness. Since bowing of impactor was observed in
190 GPa impact stress experiments, the impactor design was later modified to 1.1 mm thickness.
The impactor bowing was compensated with corresponding corrections that were determined from
separate experiments.
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Figure 3.4: Prepared projectiles for (a) powder gun with an Al impactor. (b) powder
gun with a Cu impactor. (c) two-stage light gas gun with a Cu impactor.
locations. The difference in the thickness was kept below 7 µm at the end of the
lapping.
The polishing process for the buffer had two steps. For the first step, the buffer was
polished with 15 and 9 µm oil-based diamond polishing compounds, to obtain 9
µm surface finish. After the first step, the buffer was characterized under ambient
condition as in Section 3.2. Then for the second step, one of the surfaces of the buffer
was further polished with 3 and 1 µm oil-based diamond polishing compounds, to
obtain 1 µm surface finish.
The buffer was prepared this way because both Al and Cu are susceptible to scratches
during the characterization process. 1 µm surface finish was needed to obtain good
reflective surface for the VISAR measurements.
LiF [100] optical window
LiF [100] crystals were obtained from ASPHERA Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). The
nominal dimensions of the as-received LiF crystals was 12.7 mm in diameter and
6.35 mm in thickness. In our experiments, LiF crystals were used as an optical
window. Since LiF crystals dissolve in water, the whole process had to be done with
extra care. LiF crystals were first characterized under ambient condition in order to
ensure that the dimensions, sound speed and the misorientation of the crystal were
consistent between experiments. This process is described in Section 3.2. A few of
the LiF crystals had misorientation larger than 2 degrees, and those crystals were
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discarded. Since LiF crystals were already optically polished, and reasonably flat
and parallel, they were used as received in our experiments.
After the ambient measurements, an Al mirror was vapor deposited onto a surface
of the LiF window. This mirror reflected the signal from/to VISAR at the center of
the back surface of the Mo single crystal sample.
3.2 Ambient Measurements
Before each experiment, all of the components in the target and the impactor were
characterized under the ambient condition to check the consistency of materials be-
tween experiments. This included the sound speed measurement which is described
below and the density measurement using the Archimedean method. Also, for Mo
single crystal and LiF [100] window, the orientation of crystals were checked using
X-ray Laue diffraction.
The velocity of infinitesimal disturbance in a crystal is referred to as sound speed.
In single crystals, pure longitudinal wave and pure shear wave can propagate only
along certain orientations. Such orientations are referred to as specific directions
[3]. In a cubic crystal such as Mo and LiF, [100], [111], and [110] are specific
directions. In an isotropic material, every orientation is a specific direction, and the
buffer and impactor materials, 1050 aluminum alloy (Al) and C101 copper (Cu) can
be treated as isotropic materials. Therefore, all of the measurements in this study
were along specific directions. For each material along a specific direction, there is
one longitudinal sound speed, and one or two shear sound speed depending on the
dimensionality of the eigenspace of the acoustic tensor.
Sound speed was measured using ultrasonic transducers and the pulse-echo overlap
technique. The transit time was measured, and the velocity was calculated using
known thickness.
The results of the sound speed measurement and the density measurement are
summarized in two tables below. Table 3.2 shows the ambient properties of Mo
single crystals and Table 3.3 shows the results for the other materials. It is noted that
the measured density of Mo was consistent with the theoretical density calculated
in Section 2.2.
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Table 3.2: Ambient properties of Mo single crystals
Orientation Density
Longitudinal
Sound Speed
Shear
Sound Speed
[g/cc] [km/s] [km/s]
[100]
10.22±0.06
6.746±0.008 3.261±0.005
[111] 6.319±0.005 3.666±0.014
[110]1 6.432±0.003 3.850±0.0043.264±0.004
Table 3.3: Ambient properties of other materials
Material Density
Longitudinal
Sound Speed
Shear
Sound Speed
[g/cc] [km/s] [km/s]
1050 Aluminum Alloy (Al) 2.704±0.013 6.456±0.008 3.141±0.014
C101 Copper (Cu) 8.931±0.038 4.825±0.028 2.257±0.033
Lithium Fluoride (LiF) 2.642,3 6.580±0.028 ——3
As mentioned earlier, the tilt crystal orientation of Mo single crystals and LiF
[100] windows were checked using X-ray Laue diffraction. Figure 3.5 shows the
Laue diffraction images taken for Mo single crystals along [100], [111], and [110]
orientations.
1Acoustic tensor corresponding to the wave propagation in the [110] orientation in a cubic crystal
has three distinct eigenvalues.
2Theoretical density taken from Ref. [4]
3Archimedean method for the density measurement and cleaning process in the shear sound
speed measurement involved water. Therefore, these measurements were not carried out for LiF.
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Figure 3.5: X-ray Laue diffraction images for Mo single crystals (a) along [100]
orientation, (b) along [111] orientation, and (c) along [110] orientation. It is noted
that these orientations are axes of 4-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold symmetry, respectively.
3.3 Target Construction
A cross-sectional view of the target assembly is shown in Fig. 3.6. The front and
back views of the actual target are shown in Fig. 3.7. For each target, a buffer, a
Mo single crystal, and a LiF [100] window were prepared as described in Section
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3.1. After components were prepared, they were bonded using 815 epoxy. First, the
LiF window was bonded onto the Mo sample. The Mo/LiF assembly was pressed
for 24 hours to allow the 815 epoxy to cure completely. Then, the assembly was
bonded to the center of the buffer using a Teflon centering jig. The buffer/Mo/LiF
assembly was pressed for 24 hours again. After each bonding step, the thickness of
the epoxy layer was measured. The average of the total bonding thickness was 2.2
µm. Then, the assembly was bonded onto a sample holder. A small amount of 815
epoxy was applied at the edge of recess of the sample holder. The assembly was
slightly pressed in order to hold it in place, and not to bend the buffer.
In parallel to the sample preparation, a target ring, a target plate, and lens tube
bracket (cf. Fig. 3.6) were lapped in order to remove marks from machining and to
achieve parallel and flat surfaces. After the 815 epoxy cured, the sample assembly
was screwed onto the target plate. On the other side of the target plate, the lens
tube bracket was mounted using 3 screws 120 degrees apart. At each location of the
screws, a brass spacer was placed in between to adjust the distance to the sample.
Then, the target plate was mounted to a target ring, using 4 compressible Belleville
washers at each location of the screws as the adjustable spacers. After the assembly,
the front surface of the buffer was aligned parallel with the front surface of the target
ring by adjusting the screws.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the cross-section of the target assembly. Most of the
experiments used optical trigger right in front of the buffer to detect the arrival of
the impactor and to trigger the VISAR measurement. Some of the experiments
using two-stage light gas gun utilized the optical signals from the impactor velocity
measurement to trigger the VISAR measurement. The later setting was in the barrel
of the gun and therefore not shown in this figure.
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Figure 3.7: View of the target assembly (a) from the front side and (b) in the chamber
of the two-stage light gas gun.
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Optical Components
Four lens tubes for transmitting laser signals from/to VISAR were mounted to the
threaded holes of the lens tube bracket. In each end of a lens tube, a collimating
lens of 10 mm focal length and a focusing lens of 18 mm focal length were glued
using 815 epoxy as shown in Fig. 3.6. The heights of the 3 outer lens tubes were
adjusted so that the beam intensity of the return light was maximized. For the center
lens tube, the height was adjusted according to the expected particle velocity of the
Mo/LiF interface which corresponded to the impact stress. For the 23 GPa impact
stress experiments, the height was adjusted so that the beam intensity of the return
light was maximized. For the 190 GPa impact stress experiments, the center lens
tube was unscrewed for 1 rotation (∼600 µm). For the other experiments, the center
lens tube was unscrewed for a half rotation (∼300 µm). Once all the lens tubes were
adjusted, 815 epoxy was applied to hold them secure in place.
After the 815 epoxy for the lens tubes cured, the locations of 4 VISAR probes were
measured. The tilt of the impact and the arrival time of the shock at the center of
the front surface of a Mo sample were calculated from the arrival times at three
outer probes and their relative locations. The probe locations were measured using
a dummy sample which is shown in Fig. 3.8. The dummy sample consisted of a
soda-lime glass that had the same diameter as a buffer, an Al disc that had the same
diameter as a Mo sample, and white burn paper on the surface. Each component
was glued together using double-sided tape, and the assembly was pushed into a
sample holder. The thickness of the Al disc was determined so that the thickness
became equal to the effective height of the Al mirror due to the refraction in LiF
optical window. The effective height was calculated from
Effective height = tsample + twindow(1 − 1n ) (3.1)
where n = 1.39 is the refractive index of LiF [5], and t represents the thickness of
each component. The dummy sample was mounted onto the target plate instead of
an actual sample. Then, the laser lights with constant intensity were sent through 4
VISAR probes for 10∼15 seconds to produce burn marks on the burn paper. The
location of each burn mark was measured under a microscope.
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Figure 3.8: Dummy target used for measuring VISAR probe locations.
3.4 Instrumentation
Laser Interferometry
In each experiment, a multi-point VISAR system and a single-point VISAR system
were used to record the particle velocity. Light from a 532 nm coherent laser was
transmitted to the target, and reflected lights were collected using four custom-made
200 µm core optical fibers connected to each lens tube as shown in Fig. 3.7(b).
The return signals from the center probe were split into two and sent to both of
the multi-point VISAR system and the single-point VISAR system having different
velocity per fringe (VPF) constants. By using this dual-VPF configuration [6],
particle velocity measurements avoided complications due to any fringe loss. The
etalon length and the VPF constants for the experiments are shown in Table 3.4.
The return signals from the 3 outer probes were sent to the multi-point VISAR
system. For the multi-point VISAR system, the time of travel for the laser light to
the target in each channel was measured. This information was used to synchronise
the measured velocity profiles from the 4 probes.
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Table 3.4: Etalon length and the velocity per fringe (VPF) constants in each experi-
ment
Impact Stress Multi-point VISAR Single-point VISAREtalon Length VPF Etalon Length VPF
[GPa] [cm] [km/s/fringe] [cm] [km/s/fringe]
23 16.34 0.1724 10.307 0.2663
67 8.176 0.3298 6.251 0.4225
90 6.251 0.4225 4.133 0.6067
110 4.133 0.6067 2.118 1.036
190 6.251 0.4225 4.113 0.6067
The return signals were recorded using Tektronix DPO 70804 (8 GHz bandwidth,
25 × 109 samples/s) oscilloscope in the multi-point VISAR system, and using Tek-
tronix TDS 6804B (8 GHz bandwidth, 20 × 109 samples/s) oscilloscope in the
single-point VISAR system. The outputs from the beam intensity monitor (BIM)
were recorded using TektronixDPO7254C (2.5GHz bandwidth, 40×109 samples/s)
oscilloscope, along with the output from the optical trigger which is described in
the following subsection.
Optical Trigger
As shown in Fig. 3.6, except for some experiments using the two-stage light gas
gun, optical trigger was used to trigger the VISAR measurement. Optical trigger
consisted of two components shown in Fig. 3.7 (a). The diode emitted laser light
which was focused at the collector which was on the other side of the target. The
laser light from the collector was transmitted to a photo diode amplifier using a
custom-made 400 µm core optical fiber. When the impactor arrives at the location
of the optical trigger, it blocks the laser light going into the collector. Thus, arrival
of the impactor corresponds to the drop in the voltage of the output from the photo
diode amplifier. The negative change in the voltage was used to trigger the VISAR
measurement. The location of the optical trigger measured from the surface of the
buffer was set to be more than (3 µs× vprojectile) in order to allow time for VISAR to
stabilise after triggered.
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C h a p t e r 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the plate impact experiments on Mo single
crystals along three different orientations. First, the experimental parameters are
summarized in Section 4.1. Then, the measured velocity profiles near the elastic
limit are presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Lastly, Section 4.4 summarizes the
observations at the peak state.
4.1 Experimental Parameters
The experimental configuration is schematically shown in Fig. 4.1. The target
construction is shown in Fig. 3.6 in the previous chapter.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the plate impact experimental configuration.
Figure 4.2 shows the schematic of time (t) - distance (x) plot. Upon impact,
overdriven, single wave propagated into the buffer and the impactor. The impactor
and the buffer were chosen to be the same material, either Al or Cu, to achieve a
symmetric impact. When the forward propagating shock in the buffer was incident
on the buffer - Mo sample interface, either one (overdriven) or two shock waves
propagated into the Mo sample, depending on the impact stress. For the case of
the overdriven shock wave, the peak state was achieved behind the shock wave.
When transmitted plastic shock wave interacted with the Mo sample - LiF window
interface, that resulted in a release wave in the Mo sample.
For the case of two shock waves, the elastic limit was achieved behind the leading
elastic shock wave, and the peak state was achieved behind the trailing plastic shock
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Figure 4.2: Schematic time(t) - distance(x) plot for the plate impact experiments.
wave. The transmitted elastic and plastic shock waves in Mo sample later interacted
with theMo sample - LiFwindow interface, and each interaction resulted in a release
wave propagating back into the Mo sample. The locations of arrows in Fig. 4.2
correspond to the location of velocity measurements using VISAR [1, 2]. The time
differences of the arrivals of shock waves were used to determine the shock wave
velocities.
As shown in Fig. 4.2, for the case of two shock waves, the reflected release wave
resulting from the elastic shock wave interacted with the trailing plastic shock wave.
In the analysis, this effect was not directly considered, but the associated error was
taken into account when the in-material quantities at the peak state were calculated.
This is described later in Section 5.1.
The experimental parameters are shown in Table 4.2. Elastic impact stress in the
table corresponds to the amplitude of longitudinal stress, calculated assuming that
Mo single crystal stays elastic. Elastic impact stress provides a convenient way
to compare results for different crystal orientations. The elastic Hugoniot relation
for Mo single crystals [3, 4] constructed based on finite elasticity [5], and known
Hugoniot relations [6–8] were used in the elastic impact stress calculations. The
principal Hugoniot relations used in the calculation are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Hugoniot relations for each material
Material Hugoniot Relation Reference
Mo[100] σx = 69.039up + 11.046u2p [3]
Mo[111] σx = 64.724up + 21.319u2p [4]
Mo[110] σx = 65.829up + 17.759u2p [4]
Al Us = 5.35 + 1.32up [6]
Cu Us = 3.97 + 1.479up [7]
LiF[100] Us = 5.15 + 1.35up [8]
As shown in Table 4.2, a total of 20 experiments were conducted in this study.
Projectile velocities were systematically varied to achieve approximately 23, 67,
90, 110, and 190 GPa impact stresses for each orientation. Experiments along
[100] orientation are denoted as A1 - A7; experiments along [111] orientation are
denoted as B1 - B8; experiments along [110] orientation are denoted as C1 - C5.
Experiments (A2,A3), (A5,A6), and (B1,B2) represent pairs of repeat experiments
to check reproducibility. The sample thickness was kept constant at nominally 2
mm, except for experiments B7 and B8 which used thicker 3.5 mm samples. As in
Table 3.1, the projectiles were launched using a powder gun in experiments A1 -
A3, B1 - B3, and C1 - C2. A two-stage light gas gun was used in the remainder of
the experiments.
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4.2 Measured Velocity Profiles near the Elastic Limit
In this section, themeasured velocity profiles near the elastic limit at different impact
stresses are compared, and the findings for each orientation are summarized.
The measured velocity profiles near the elastic limit for 2 mm thick samples along
[100], [111], and [110] orientations are shown in Figs. 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively.
In each plot, the time is divided by the sample thickness to compensate for slight
differences in sample thicknesses, to enable elastic shock velocity comparisons
between experiments. Since this section focuses on the observations at the elastic
limit, results from experiments with overdriven, single shock waves are not shown in
Figs. 4.3 - 4.5. This section presents the results for 2 mm thick sample experiments,
and the results for the 3.5 mm thick samples (B7,B8) are presented in Section 4.3.
The elastic shock velocity and the measured particle velocity at the elastic limit are
summarized in Table 4.3 along with the measurement at the peak state.
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[100] orientation
Figure 4.3 shows that in experiments A1 - A6, the two-wave structure – an elastic
wave trailed by a plastic wave - were observed. In all of the velocity profiles shown
in Fig. 4.3, a relaxation behind the elastic wave was observed. This is an indication
of the time dependence of deformation [9]. Except for A2, the elastic shock velocity
increased with increasing impact stress. Also, the measured particle velocity at the
elastic limit followed the same trend.
In experiment A2, the measured particle velocity at the elastic limit and the corre-
sponding in-material quantities which are discussed in Chapter 5 were not consistent
with the other [100] experiments and the difference between the repeat experiment
A3 was beyond the experimental uncertainties. Experiment A2 is therefore not
included in further discussions.
In experiment A5, during the unloading behind the elastic wave, an abrupt drop in
the particle velocity was observed. This abrupt drop was not observed in the repeat
experiment A6, nor in other experiments. Therefore, this anomalous experiment is
not included in the detailed discussion.
Those inconsistencies might be attributed to the scatter between samples, but we
cannot conclusively determine the cause. It is noted that larger scatter between
[100] oriented samples was also reported for the case of shock compression to lower
stresses [3, 10].
1Impactor bowing correction of 4.1± 2 ns is applied.
2Impactor bowing correction of 2.0± 2 ns is applied.
3Impactor bowing correction of 29± 2 ns is applied.
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Figure 4.3: Measured particle velocity near the elastic limit for the [100] orientation.
[111] orientation
Figure 4.4 shows that in experiments B1 - B5, a two-wave structure was observed.
Similar to the [100] orientation, the particle velocity at the elastic limit increased as
the elastic impact stress increased. Also, the relaxation behind the elastic wave was
observed, which was an indication of the time dependence. Regarding experiment
B1 and the corresponding repeat experiment B2, the results were well reproduced.
In these two experiments at 23 GPa impact stress, considerable kinks were observed
between the elastic and plastic shock waves around time/thickness = 0.18, apart from
the relaxation. There were some differences observed in the features between the
elastic and the plastic shock wave, but the elastic shock velocities and the particle
velocity at the elastic limit were within the experimental uncertainties.
Compared to the [100] and [110] orientations, the measured particle velocity at the
elastic limit was significantly higher along the [111] orientation. This observation
was consistent with the lower stress shock studies on Mo single crystals [3, 4, 10].
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Figure 4.4: Measured particle velocity near the elastic limit for the [111] orientation.
[110] orientation
Figure 4.5 shows that in experiments C1 - C3, a two-wave structure was again
observed. Along the [110] orientation, the two-wave structure was only observed up
to 90 GPa impact stress. This observation is different from the other orientations.
In all of the velocity profiles shown in Fig. 4.5, the relaxation behind the elastic
limit was observed, but in experiment C3, there was only a slight relaxation due
to the small time separation between the elastic and the plastic shock waves. In
experiment C1, a kink was observed during the rise of the plastic shock wave,
around time/thickness = 0.175. The measured particle velocity at the elastic limit
slightly increased with increasing impact stress. The dependence on the impact
stress was smaller along the [110] orientation.
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Figure 4.5: Measured particle velocity near the elastic limit for the [110] orientation.
4.3 3.5 mm Thick Sample Experiments along [111] Orientation
The measured wave profiles for 3.5 mm thick sample experiments along the [111]
orientation (experiments B7 and B8), are shown in Fig. 4.6. For comparison, the
measured velocity profiles for the 2 mm thick sample experiments (B4,B5) with
nominally the same impact stresses are shown in Fig. 4.7. Note that time units are
in µs.
By comparing Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, one can observe the difference in the profiles
during the release behind the elastic wave. This is an effect of the time separation
between the two waves (elastic and plastic shock waves) due to the difference in the
thicknesses of the samples. The measured particle velocity at the elastic limit was
comparable in the 90 GPa impact stress experiments (B4 and B7). However, for 110
GPa impact stress experiments (B5 and B8), the measured particle velocity at the
elastic limit was lower in the 3.5 mm thick sample experiment B8.
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Figure 4.6: Measured particle velocity in 3.5 mm thick sample experiments along
the [111] orientation.
Figure 4.7: Comparison of 3.5 mm thick sample experiments with corresponding 2
mm thick sample experiments.
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4.4 Observation at the Peak State
In this section, the full view of the measured velocity profiles for 2 mm thick samples
are compared between different impact stresses. As in Figs. 4.3 - 4.5, the time is
divided by the sample thickness. The measured velocity profiles along [100], [111],
and [110] orientations are shown in Fig. 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, respectively.
The plastic shock velocity (Lagrangian) and the measured particle velocity behind
the plastic shock wave are summarized in Table 4.3.
[100] orientation
Figure 4.8 shows that in experiments A1 - A6, the two-wave structure – an elastic
wave trailed by a plastic shock wave - was observed. The single wave structure
was observed only in A7. As mentioned in Section 4.2, experiments A2 and A5
are excluded from the further discussion due to the anomalous behavior observed
at the elastic limit. In Fig. 4.8, one can observe that the particle velocity behind
the plastic shock wave and the plastic shock velocity increased with the increasing
impact stress.
[111] orientation
Figure 4.9 shows that in experiments B1 - B5, the two-wave structure was observed.
The single wave structure was observed only in B6. As seen in the experiments
along the [100] orientation, the particle velocity behind the plastic shock wave and
the plastic shock velocity increased with the increasing impact stress. Regarding
experiment B1 and the corresponding repeat experiment B2, the results were well
reproduced.
[110] orientation
Figure 4.10 shows that in experiments C1 - C3, the two-wave structure was observed.
The single wave structure was observed in C4 and C5. This observation differs from
the experiments along the other orientations. However, the particle velocity behind
the plastic shock wave and the plastic shock velocity followed the same trend as in
the other orientations; they increased with increasing impact stress.
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Figure 4.8: Measured particle velocity along the [100] orientation.
Figure 4.9: Measured particle velocity along the [111] orientation.
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Figure 4.10: Measured particle velocity along the [110] orientation.
Comparison between three orientations
The plastic shock velocity and the measured particle velocity behind the plastic
shock wave for the three orientations are shown in Table 4.3. One can see that, for
each impact stress, the plastic shock velocities and the measured particle velocities
along three orientations agree within experimental uncertainties. For the 23 GPa
impact stress experiments (A1, B1, B2, and C2), if one compares experiments A1
and C1, the measured values at the peak state differ by the maxima of experimental
uncertainties. For the 66 GPa - 190 GPa impact stress experiments, measured
values at the peak state along three orientations agree well within the experimental
uncertainties, except for the measured particle velocity for experiment A6. This
might be attributed to the scatter between samples similar to the observation at the
elastic limit, but we cannot conclusively determine the cause.
4.5 Reproducibility of Experiments
In two experiments along [111] orientation at 23 GPa impact stress, B1 and B2,
the shock velocities and the measured particle velocity at each state were within
experimental uncertainties. In Fig. 4.11, the whole velocity profiles were compared
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of velocity profiles in experiments B1 and B2. Error bars
are superposed to each measured value.
between experiments B1 and B2. The main source of uncertainty in time is the
time resolution of VISAR (∼3 ns in these experiments) and the time of travel of
laser signal in VISAR (∼1 ns). The main source of uncertainty in the particle
velocity is the uncertainty in the calibration of VPF constant of VISAR (±1%).
These uncertainties are superposed to the measured velocity profiles in Fig. 4.11.
The figure shows that, for experiments B1 and B2, the velocity profiles until the
elastic limit and after the arrival of plastic shock wave agreed within experimental
uncertainties. There was a slight difference in the velocity profiles during the
relaxation behind the elastic shock wave. This is the scatter between experiments,
and is attributed to difference in the condition of samples such as slight variation in
surface roughness and dislocation density due to sample preparation.
4.6 Summary
The significant findings from the experiments on Mo single crystals along the three
orientations are summarized below.
Observations at the elastic limit:
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• Along the [100] and [111] orientations, the two-wave structure was observed
up to 110 GPa impact stress. Along the [110] orientation, the two-wave
structure was observed only up to 90 GPa impact stress. When the two-wave
structure was observed, the relaxation behind the elastic wave was observed,
which is an indication of time dependence.
• Along all three orientations, elastic shock velocity increased with increasing
impact stress. The measured particle velocity at the elastic limit followed the
same trend.
• The measured particle velocity at the elastic limit was significantly larger
along the [111] orientation than the other orientations.
• Larger scatter between samples was observed in the experiments along the
[100] orientation.
• For the 3.5 mm thick sample experiments along the [111] orientation, the
measured particle velocity at the elastic limit was lower than that for the 2 mm
thick sample experiment at 110 GPa impact stress.
Observations at the peak state:
• Along all three orientations, the particle velocity behind the plastic shockwave
and the plastic shock velocity increased with the increasing impact stress.
• The difference between three orientations in measured values at the peak
state were within experimental uncertainties, except for the measured particle
velocity for experiment A6.
• The anisotropic effect did not manifest in terms of the plastic shock velocity
and the measured particle velocity.
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C h a p t e r 5
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the results from the plate impact experiments presented in Chapter
4 are analyzed. For each experiment, in-material particle velocity, longitudinal
stress, and density were calculated at the elastic limit and the peak state based on
an approach similar to impedance matching procedures and the Rankine-Hugoniot
jump conditions used previously [1–3]. In-material particle velocity, longitudinal
stress, and density are referred to as the in-material quantities. Section 5.1 describes
the method used to calculate the in-material quantities. Based on the calculated
in-material quantities, the analysis at the elastic limit in the 2 mm thick sample
experiments is presented in Sections 5.2 - 5.3. The results from the 3.5 mm
thick sample experiments are compared with the corresponding 2 mm thick sample
experiments in Section 5.4. The analysis of the peak state is presented in Sections
5.6 - 5.8. Section 5.7 also compares the results with polycrystalline Mo Hugoniot
relations [4].
5.1 Calculation of In-material Quantities
In order to calculate the in-material quantities at the elastic limit and the peak state,
the measured velocity profiles were idealized as a one-step function or a two-step
function as shown in Fig. 5.1. Because of this assumption, the time dependence
was not considered in the calculation of the in-material quantities. In the analysis in
this section, the internal energy appearing in Eq. 2.3 was not of particular interest.
For the case of overdriven wave
When the overdriven, single wave is observed, based on Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2, the shock
jump conditions for the states in Mo single crystal can be written as follows:
ρpl(UplEu − upl) = ρ0UplEu (5.1)
σ
pl
x = ρ0U
pl
Euu
pl (5.2)
where UEu is the Eulerian shock velocity. Since there is only one shock wave, the
Eulerian velocity is the same as the Lagrangian velocity, and is given by the transit
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Figure 5.1: Idealization of the velocity profiles for (a) overdriven, single-shock wave
and (b) two-wave structure.
time divided by the thickness. The superscript pl corresponds to the quantities at
the peak state.
Figure 5.2 shows the P (longitudinal stress) - u (particle velocity) diagram for an
experiment in which overdriven, single wave is observed. In the figure, the elastic
part of Hugoniot relations are omitted for simplicity. Longitudinal stress at the peak
state σplx is referred to as peak stress.
After the symmetric impact between the Cu impactor and the Cu buffer, the forward
propagating shock interacted with the Cu buffer - Mo sample interface. The Cu
buffer underwent reshock, and the peak state was achieved at the interface. Nellis
et al. [5] showed that the reshock Hugoniot of Cu agrees well with the states
represented an mirror image of the principal Hugoniot, within uncertainties of ∼
3%. In the calculation that follows, the following assumption was made.
• Reshock of Cu follows the mirror image of the principal Hugoniot around the
first shocked state (State 1).
Also, the longitudinal stress at state in Cu (State 1) was closer to σplx than the
state at Mo sample - LiF window interface (State 2). Therefore, the potential error
introduced by the assumptions on reshock or release would be smaller when one
calculates the peak state based on the State 1.
Based on the known Hugoniot relation for Cu shown in Table 4.1, the peak stress
can be written as,
σ
pl
x = ρCu(3.97 + 1.32(uProj − upl))(uProj − upl) (5.3)
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Figure 5.2: P - u diagram in a plate impact experiment with overdriven shock wave.
For materials in which an overdriven shock wave is propagated, the corresponding
elastic Hugoniot relations are omitted for simplicity. Orange solid line represents
known Hugoniot relation, and blue dashed line represents unknown Hugoniot of the
material of interest.
where ρCu is the ambient density of Cu and uProj is the projectile velocity.
Alternately, based on Eq. 5.2, the peak stress can be written as,
σ
pl
x = ρ0U
pl
Euu
pl . (5.4)
In Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4, there are two unknowns: σplx and upl . By numerically solving
Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4 simultaneously, the particle velocity at the peak state and the peak
stress were determined. The density at the peak state was then calculated from Eq.
5.1.
For the case of two-wave structure
When the two-wave structure is observed, the shock jump conditions apply across
the elastic shock and the plastic shock, and they relate three states in Mo single
crystal sample. The shock jump conditions that hold across the elastic shock can be
derived in the same manner as Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2.
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ρel(UelEu − uel) = ρ0UelEu (5.5)
σelx = ρ0U
el
Euu
el . (5.6)
In the equations above, the superscript el corresponds to the quantities at the elastic
limit. Since the state ahead of the elastic shock wave is at rest, the Eulerian elastic
shock velocity is the same as the Lagrangian velocity.
For the shock jump conditions across the plastic shock wave, Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 are
rearranged taking into account that the state ahead of a shock is the elastic limit.
The rearranged equations are shown below.
ρpl(UplEu − upl) = ρel(UplEu − uel) (5.7)
σ
pl
x − σelx = ρel(UplEu − uel)(upl − uel). (5.8)
In this case, the Eulerian plastic shock velocity is given by:
UplEu =
ρ0
ρel
Upl + uel (5.9)
where Upl is the Lagrangian (measured) plastic shock velocity. Using Eq. 5.9 in
Eq. 5.6, the expression for the peak stress is simplified as follows.
σ
pl
x = σ
el
x + ρ
el(upl − uel)UplEu − ρel(upl − uel)uel
= σelx + ρ
el(upl − uel)
(
ρ0
ρel
Upl + uel
)
− ρel(upl − uel)uel
= σelx + ρ0U
pl(upl − uel). (5.10)
Figure 5.3 shows the P - u diagram for an experiment in which the two-wave structure
is observed. Longitudinal stress at the elastic limit σelx is referred to as the elastic
wave amplitude.
After Mo reached the elastic limit, the forward propagating elastic wave interacted
with the Mo sample - LiF window interface, and the Mo released to State 3. In
a similar manner, after Mo reached the peak state, Mo released to State 4. In the
calculation here, the following assumptions were made.
• Release in Mo from the elastic limit follows the reflected elastic Hugoniot (the
amplitudes of the tangent are the same).
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Figure 5.3: P - u diagram in a plate impact experiment with a two-wave structure.
Orange solid line represents known Hugoniot relation, and blue dashed line repre-
sents unknown Hugoniot relation. Even though Table 4.1 lists constructed elastic
Hugoniot relations for Mo, they are treated as unknowns because those relations
were not used in the calculation here.
• Release in Mo occurs along a reflected Hugoniot whose tangent is between
ρUel and ρUpl .
• Reshock in LiF occurs along the principal Hugoniot.
The peak stress was calculated based on both elastic and plastic shock velocities,
and those two values were treated as upper and lower bound for the peak stress. For
the experiments with a two-wave structure, this method gives a reasonable estimate
for the experimental uncertainties, rather than calculating based on the assumption
on the reshock of buffer as in the case of an overdriven wave.
Based on the known Hugoniot relation for LiF shown in Table 4.1, the longitudinal
stress at state 3, σelLiF can be written as
σelLiF = ρLiF(5.15 + 1.35uelLiF)uelLiF (5.11)
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where ρLiF is the ambient density of LiF.
Also, based on the first assumption above, the longitudinal stress at state 3 is given
by,
σelLiF = ρ0U
el(2uel − uelLiF). (5.12)
In Eqs. 5.11 and 5.12, there are two unknowns: σelLiF and u
el . By numerically
solving these two equations simultaneously, the in-material particle velocity at the
elastic limit was determined. The elastic wave amplitude and the density at the
elastic limit were calculated using Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6.
For the peak state, the peak stress can be calculated based on Eq. 5.10,
σ
pl
x = σ
el
x + ρ0U
pl(upl − uel). (5.13)
Also, based on the second assumption above, the peak stress can be written as either
of the following equations:
σ
pl
x = σ
pl
LiF + ρ0U
el(uplLiF − upl), (5.14)
σ
pl
x = σ
pl
LiF + ρ0U
pl(uplLiF − upl), (5.15)
where
σ
pl
LiF = ρLiF(5.15 + 1.35uplLiF)uplLiF . (5.16)
Since the in-material quantities at the elastic limit are already calculated, the un-
known variables in Eqs. 5.13 - 5.15. are σplx and upl . By numerically solving Eqs.
5.13 and 5.14 or Eqs. 5.13 and 5.15, the in-material particle velocity at the peak
state was calculated. Then, the average of the calculated particle velocities was used
in further analysis. Based on the calculated in-material particle velocity, the density
and the peak stress were calculated at the peak state.
5.2 In-Material Quantities at the Elastic Limit
In-material quantities at the elastic limit calculated by the method described above
are summarized in Table 5.1 along with the elastic shock velocity and the measured
particle velocity (Mo sample - LiF interface) at the elastic limit.
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By comparing the results from 2 mm thick sample experiments in Table 5.1, a
positive correlation between the elastic wave amplitude and the impact stress is
observed, except for experiment A2. The inconsistency in experiment A2 was
discussed in Section 4.2.
Figure 5.4 shows the plot of the elastic wave amplitude against the impact stress
along each orientation for 2 mm thick sample experiments. The data from lower
stress impact experiments with comparable thickness (2.3 mm) samples [1–3] are
also shown for comparison. A linear fit - only for the present work - is superposed
onto the results along each orientation.
Figure 5.4: Elastic wave amplitude vs. impact stress for the three different orienta-
tions. The data from lower stress impact experiments [1–3] at a comparable sample
thickness of 2.3 mm are shown with markers "x".
Figure 5.4 shows that the elastic wave amplitude increases linearly with the elastic
impact stress. The elastic wave amplitude is significantly larger along the [111]
1These experiments are excluded from further discussions due to the inconsistencies mentioned
in Section 4.2.
2Impactor bowing correction of 4.1± 2 ns is applied.
3Impactor bowing correction of 2.0± 2 ns is applied.
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orientation compared to the other orientations, and the dependence on the elastic
impact stress is also larger along the [111] orientation. Along the [100] and [110]
orientations, the elastic wave amplitude shows a slight increase, but the dependence
on the elastic impact stress is minimal. The equation for the linear fit along [111]
orientation is:
Above 23 GPa: σelx = 0.023σimp + 6.25 [GPa]. (5.17)
The elastic wave amplitudes at the lowest impact stress [1–3] do not match well with
the extrapolations from the present results. This difference is most pronounced for
the [111] orientation and is well beyond the combined experimental scatter from
the previous work and the present work. At present, it is not possible to explain the
rapid increase in the elastic wave amplitude - between the two lowest impact stresses
- in Fig. 5.4.
Since all of the experiments in Fig. 5.4 form the present work were conducted with
a constant sample thickness, the differences in the elastic wave amplitudes imply
that the decay of the elastic wave amplitude with the propagation distance depends
on the crystal orientation. Also, the larger elastic wave amplitude along the [111]
orientation means that the decay rate is smaller along the [111] orientation. These
observations are consistent with the observation at the lower impact stress [1–3].
The anisotropic response is manifested in terms of the elastic shock velocity as well.
In Table 5.1, for 23, 66, and 90 GPa impact experiments, one can observe that the
elastic shock velocity was higher along the [100] orientation compared to the [111]
and [110] orientations, which were comparable.
5.3 Resolved Shear Stresses at the Elastic Limit
To better understand the anisotropy effects seen in Fig. 5.4 and to gain insight
into the slip systems governing elastic-plastic deformation in Mo single crystals,
the maximum resolved shear stresses (RSS) on {110}<111> and {112}<111> slip
systems - at the elastic limit - were calculated following the approach by Johnson et
al. [6]. The results are shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. As in Fig. 5.4, the data from
the lower impact stress experiments [1–3] (for comparable thickness samples) are
shown for comparison. A linear fit to the present data is shown for each orientation.
The black horizontal line in both figures represents the corresponding Peierls stress
of screw dislocations on each family of planes [7].
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Figure 5.5: Resolved shear stress (RSS) at the elastic limit on {110}<111> slip
system (data from 2 mm thick sample experiments). The data from lower stress
impact experiments [1–3] at a comparable sample thickness of 2.3 mm are shown
with markers "x".
In Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, one can observe the same trend as in Fig. 5.4: RSS at
the elastic limit increases linearly with increasing elastic impact stress. Along the
[111] orientation, RSS showed a strong increase, while only a slight increase was
observed along the [100] and [110] orientations. This is expected because the RSS
is proportional to the longitudinal stress. However, the differences in the RSS at the
elastic limit among different orientations are smaller compared to the differences
in the corresponding longitudinal stress (elastic wave amplitude) in Fig. 5.4. The
difference between the RSS and the corresponding Peierls stress reported in earlier
work [7] is smaller for the {110}<111> slip system than for the {112}<111> slip
system.
When the RSS is greater than the Peierls stress, phonon-drag controls the plastic
deformation [8]. Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 shows that the RSS was larger than the Peierls
stress. Thus, the temperature dependence that arises in the thermally activated pair-
kink formation will not be considered. Yang et al. [8] also reported on the pressure
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Figure 5.6: Resolved shear stress (RSS) at the elastic limit on {112}<111> slip
system (data from 2mm thick sample experiments). The data from lower stress
impact experiments [1–3] at a comparable sample thickness of 2.3mm are shown
with markers "x".
dependence of the Peierls stress. The pressure (or mean stress) at the elastic limit
can be calculated from the elastic constants [9] and the elastic wave amplitude by
considering the uniaxial strain loading condition. The pressure is given by:
P =
1
3
(C˜111111 + C˜221111 + C˜331111)
=
C˜1111 + C˜2211 + C˜3311
3C˜1111
σel (5.18)
where
C˜i j kl = RimRjnRkoRlpCmnop. (5.19)
In Eq. 5.19, Ri j is a rotation tensor corresponding to each loading orientation.
The maximum pressure at the elastic limit, achieved in experiment B5, was 5.9 GPa.
Based on the second order polynomial fit to the pressure dependence reported in
Yang et al. [8], the Peierls stress at a pressure of 5.9 GPa is only 5% larger than
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that at ambient pressure. Thus, for the discussion regarding the elastic limit, the
pressure dependence of Peierls stress is not a significant factor.
The RSS plots in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 suggest the activation of the {110}<111> slip
system at the elastic limit. This inference assumes that the RSS value falls in the
vicinity of the threshold for activating deformation mechanism. In the lower stress
study [1–3], it was not possible to distinguish between the two possible slip systems.
However in the present work, the considerable difference between the RSS and
the Peierls stress on the {112}<111> slip system points to the activation of the
{110}<111> slip system.
The Peierls stress for edge dislocations inMoobtained using Finnis-Sinclair potential
is 25 MPa [10], which is significantly smaller than the RSS shown in Figs. 5.5 and
5.6. This supports the view that the plasticity in BCC crystals at high impact stresses
are governed by the motion of screw dislocations. This inference is consistent with
the past studies under quasi static loading [7, 8, 11–15].
5.4 Comparison with 3.5 mm Thick Sample Experiments
As discussed in Section 5.2, the elastic wave amplitude along the [111] orientation
showed significant dependence on the impact stress. Since time-dependent behavior
was observed in the velocity profiles (Figs. 4.3 - 4.10), this dependence cannot be
attributed entirely to the impact stress; the effect of propagation distance on the
elastic wave amplitude needs to be considered. Toward this end, the results for the
3.5mm thick samples (experimentsB7 andB8) are comparedwith the corresponding
2 mm thick samples (experiments B4 and B5).
As shown in Table 5.1, for ∼90 GPa impact stress experiments (B4 and B7), measur-
able decaywas not observed in the elastic wave amplitude with propagation distance.
For ∼110 GPa impact stress experiments (B5 and B8), the elastic wave amplitude
at a propagation distance of 3.5 mm was 7% lower than at 2 mm. This difference
indicated that the elastic wave amplitude at ∼110 GPa impact stress had not fully
decayed at a propagation distance of 2 mm.
5.5 Comparison with Elastic Hugoniot Relations
The elastic wave amplitude calculated using elastic Hugoniot relations [1, 2] shown
in Table 4.1 is compared with the value based on the experiments and analysis. In
the calculation using elastic Hugoniot relations, the in-material particle velocity at
the elastic limit in Table 5.1 is used. The results are compared in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Comparison with elastic Hugoniot relations
Exp.
Number
Elastic
Impact
Stress
In-material
Particle
Velocity
Elastic Wave Amplitude
From
Analysis
Elastic
Hugoniot
Relations
[GPa] [km/s] [GPa] [GPa]
A1
[100]
23.2 0.057±0.001 3.98±0.11 3.99±0.06
A3 66.2 0.059±0.001 4.08±0.10 4.08±0.06
A4 89.1 0.061±0.001 4.31±0.07 4.28±0.06
A6 116.1 0.058±0.001 4.12±0.09 4.01±0.06
B1
[111]
23.9 0.105±0.002 6.96±0.19 7.00±0.11
B2 24.0 0.101±0.002 6.78±0.19 6.74±0.10
B3 67.4 0.113±0.002 7.60±0.19 7.58±0.11
B4 93.7 0.120±0.002 8.23±0.13 8.05±0.10
B5 114.6 0.128±0.002 9.13±0.20 8.66±0.12
B7 98.1 0.120±0.002 8.31±0.11 8.06±0.10
B8 113.3 0.120±0.002 8.54±0.14 8.05±0.11
C1
[110]
23.5 0.060±0.001 4.00±0.11 4.04±0.06
C2 67.0 0.063±0.001 4.15±0.10 4.24±0.06
C3 90.9 0.064±0.001 4.32±0.07 4.26±0.06
Table 5.2 shows that the elastic wave amplitude based on the elastic Hugoniot
relations [1, 2] agrees with our analysis within the experimental uncertainties except
for experiments B5, B6, and B8 along the [111] orientation. For these experiments,
the elastic Hugoniot relations underestimate the elastic wave amplitude by 5.4%,
3.1%, and 6.1%, respectively.
In the present work, the elastic Hugoniot relations were only used to calculate the
elastic impact stress, but one can see that, overall, they agree reasonably well with
the experimentally obtained elastic wave amplitude.
5.6 In-Material Quantities at the Peak State
Table 5.3 summarizes the calculated in-material quantities at the peak state along
with the plastic shock velocity and the measured particle velocity at the Mo sample
- LiF window interface behind the plastic shock wave. The plastic shock velocity
shown in the table is the Eulerian (spatial) velocity UplEu which is given by Eq. 5.9.
Table 5.3 shows that the difference at the peak state between orientations in terms of
the calculated in-material quantities were within experimental uncertainties. This
is consistent with the observation for the measured quantities in Section 4.4.
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5.7 Hugoniot Relations at the Peak State
Figure 5.7: Eulerian shock velocity vs. in-material particle velocity (Us − up) plot
at the peak state.
In this section, Hugoniot relations for Mo single crystals are calculated based on
Table 5.3, and compared with the Hugoniot relation for polycrystalline Mo [4].
Figure 5.7 shows the plot of Eulerian plastic shock velocity against the in-material
particle velocity at the peak state (Us − up plot). Figure 5.8 is the plot of peak stress
against the specific volume at the peak state (P− v plot). Each point in those figures
corresponds to one of the experiments. In these figures, the data from lower stress
impact experiments with comparable thickness (2.3 mm) sample [3] are shown with
markers "x".
In Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, one can see that the difference between the three orientations
is within the experimental uncertainties. Therefore, we applied single fit for all of
1Eulerian velocity.
2These experiments are excluded from further discussions due to the inconsistencies mentioned
in Section 4.2.
3Impactor bowing correction of 4.1± 2 ns is applied.
4Impactor bowing correction of 2.0± 2 ns is applied.
5Impactor bowing correction of 29± 2 ns is applied.
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Figure 5.8: Peak stress vs. specific volume (P − v) plot at the peak state.
the experimental data. In the Us − up plot, the points can be fitted reasonably with
a straight line, which is shown as a black line. The equation for the linear fit for Mo
single crystals is
Us = 4.928 + 1.377up. (5.20)
The unit in the equation above is km/s. In Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, the Hugoniot relation
for polycrystalline Mo [4] is shown as the light blue line. Figure 5.7 shows that
those two lines agree reasonably well. The straight lines inUs − up plot correspond
to the convex curves in the P − v plot. In Fig. 5.8, one can see that those two lines
agree reasonably well also in the P − v plane.
As mentioned above, the empirical linear Us − up relation applies to Mo single
crystals, and the difference between three crystal orientations was not significant.
This means that, in terms of macroscopic behavior, the peak state is independent of
loading orientation for the stress range examined in this study. It is noted that the
tangent of theUs −up relation for Mo single crystals falls within the empirical range
of 1.1-1.5 [16, 17]. Also, the Hugoniot relation for Mo single crystals obtained in
this study agrees well with polycrystalline Mo. This implies that the peak state is
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not affected by the presence of grain boundaries.
5.8 Orientation-Independence at the Peak State
In Sections 5.6 and 5.7, it was noted that the macroscopic behavior at the peak
state is independent of crystal orientation. This is consistent with the experimental
observation in Section 4.4 that the plastic shock velocity and the particle velocity
behind the plastic shock wave were independent of orientation within experimental
uncertainties. However, as seen in Section 4.2, the anisotropy was observed at the
elastic limit.
In this section, the following question is addressed: in the stress range that the two-
wave structure was observed in the present study, why are the in-material quantities
at the peak state independent of crystal orientation while the elastic limit exhibits
anisotropic behavior?
As described in Section 5.1, when the shock wave is overdriven, the peak stress is
calculated using Eq. 5.2.
σ
pl
x = ρ0U
plupl . (5.21)
The subscript "Eu" is omitted here since the Lagrangian and Eulerian shock veloc-
ities are the same in the case of overdriven shock wave.
When the two-wave structure is observed, the peak stress is calculated by Eq. 5.10,
σ
pl
x = σ
el
x + ρ0U
pl(upl − uel).
This can be rearranged as:
σ
pl
x = (ρ0Uplupl) + (σelx − ρ0Upluel). (5.22)
In Eq. 5.22, the first part (ρ0Uplupl) can be thought as the contribution to the peak
stress from the peak state, and the second part (σelx − ρ0Upluel) can be thought as
the contribution from the elastic limit. In order to compare the contributions from
those two terms, the values for the two terms are calculated for each experiment.
The results are shown in Table 5.4.
In Table 5.4, one can see that the contribution from the elastic limit is smaller than
the uncertainties in the peak stress. Also, the difference in the contribution from
the peak state among three orientations agree within the experimental uncertainties.
This means that, even if the peak stress was calculated ignoring the elastic state, the
value would have been still within the experimental uncertainties.
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Table 5.4: Contribution from each state to the peak stress
Exp.
Number
Peak Stress
Contribution from
Peak State
ρ0Uplupl
Elastic Limit
σelx − ρ0Upluel
[GPa] [GPa] [GPa]
A1 21.9±1.4 21.1±1.4 0.83±0.14
A3 58.8±2.5 58.4±2.6 0.37±0.14
A4 79.1±2.1 78.9±2.2 0.19±0.10
A6 102.7±3.2 102.6±3.2 0.03±0.13
A7 170.1±3.6 170.1±3.6 —–
B1 22.5±1.3 21.3±1.3 1.21±0.23
B2 22.7±1.3 21.5±1.4 1.19±0.23
B3 58.1±2.3 57.6±2.3 0.48±0.25
B4 79.7±1.9 79.5±1.9 0.13±0.18
B5 97.0±3.0 96.9±3.1 0.09±0.28
B6 171.1±3.7 171.1±3.7 —–
C1 22.1±1.2 21.5±1.2 0.60±0.14
C2 57.7±2.1 57.6±2.1 0.16±0.14
C3 77.9±1.7 77.8±1.8 0.03±0.10
C4 100.6±1.9 100.6±1.9 —–
C5 171.8±3.7 171.8±3.7 —–
For the range of stress examined in the present study, the effect from the elastic limit
is considerably small. Also, as discussed in Section 4.4, the plastic shock velocity
and the particle velocity behind the plastic shock wave are independent of the crystal
orientation. Therefore, the anisotropic behavior at the elastic limit does not manifest
at the peak state.
The observation that macroscopic behavior at the peak state does not depend on
the crystal orientation at high impact stresses is consistent with what have been
observed in the cases of Al [18] and Cu [19]. This implies that the deformation at
the peak state in a macroscopic sense is dominated by the amplitude of the loading.
However, we also have to note that this does not necessarily mean that the peak state
is isotropic. Crystals under extreme compressionmight still maintain some structure
that gives rise to an anisotropic behavior in a microscopic sense. This aspect of
shock-induced deformation in Mo single crystals needs further investigation.
5.9 Summary
The significant findings from the analysis are summarized below.
At the elastic limit:
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• The elastic wave amplitude increases with the elastic impact stress. The elastic
wave amplitude is significantly larger along the [111] orientation compared
to the other orientations, and the dependence on the impact stress is most
pronounced along the [111] orientation.
• In the high stress range, the decay rate of the elastic wave amplitude depends
on the crystal orientation and is smaller along [111] orientation. This is
consistent with the observations at lower stress [1–3].
• Compared to the lower stress data [1–3], the elastic wave amplitudes in the
present work are higher. The increase from the lower stress data is maximum
for the [111] orientation. However, there is no adequate explanation for this
large increase.
• At the elastic limit, the difference between RSS and the corresponding Peierls
stress is smaller on the {110}<111> slip system than on the {112}<111> slip
system. This suggests the activation of the {110}<111> slip system at the
elastic limit.
At the peak state:
• In terms of the Us − up and the P − v plots, the difference between [100],
[111], and [110] orientations is within the experimental uncertainties.
• The Hugoniot relations obtained for Mo single crystals in the present work
agree reasonably well with the Hugoniot relation for polycrystalline Mo [4].
This implies that the in-material quantities at the peak state does not depend
on the presence of grain boundaries.
• The anisotropic behavior at the elastic limit does not manifest at the peak
state. This is because the contribution to the peak stress from the elastic state
is considerably small and the plastic shock velocity and the particle velocity
at the peak state are independent of the crystal orientation.
• The observation, that the in-material quantities at the peak state is independent
of the crystal orientation, implies that the deformation at the peak state in a
macroscopic sense is dominated by the amplitude of the loading.
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C h a p t e r 6
NUMERICAL MODELING OF SHOCK COMPRESSED
MOLYBDENUM SINGLE CRYSTALS
To gain insight into deformation mechanisms activated during the shock-induced
elastic-plastic deformation, finite element method (FEM) simulations using Abaqus
Explicit [1] were carried out for shock compression of Mo single crystals along
[100], [111], and [110] orientations. For the material model, a crystal plasticity
model was implemented using VUMAT subroutine [2] as a FORTRAN code.
6.1 Motivation
The plate impact experiments with continuum measurements provide shock veloci-
ties and particle velocity profiles. However, these experiments do not provide direct
information about the evolution of the micro structure such as activated deforma-
tion mechanisms and the amount of plastic deformation. In this regard, numerical
simulations shed light on deformation mechanisms, since the amount of plastic de-
formation can be computed in the form of internal variables. The results from the
experiments can be compared with predictions from the numerical simulations to
help validate the crystal plasticity models. Also, in terms of engineering applica-
tions, accurate numerical simulations of shock induced phenomena can significantly
reduce the need for experimental testing of materials and products.
FEMsimulationswere conducted usingAbaqus Explicit incorporating a crystal plas-
ticity model. Quantitative description of the plastic deformation of single crystals
by slip was first considered in the experimental work by Taylor et al. [3] and Taylor
[4]. The framework for the elastic-plastic deformation of single crystals due to slip
was later developed by Hill [5]. FEM simulations of elastic-plastic deformation of
single crystals was first carried out by Peirce et al. [6]. The constitutive description
employed in their work was based on the model by Asaro et al. [7]. Since the
model explicitly accounts for crystallographic slip process, it is also referred to as
the physical theory of plasticity [8]. In our simulation, the crystal plasticity model
described in Lee et al. [9] was modified and implemented in Abaqus using VUMAT
subroutine.
Lee et al. [9] developed a crystal plasticity constitutive model for BCC single
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crystals taking into account the twinning-antitwinning asymmetry [10, 11] which
is described in Section 2.3. The formulation was based on the previous work by
Peirce et al. [6], and they employed a different hardening matrix for modeling the
latent hardening behavior. They applied the BCC single crystal constitutive model
to investigate the behavior of polycrystalline tungsten by means of an averaging
scheme [12].
6.2 FEM Formulation for Simulating Plate Impact Experiments
In this section, FEM formulation in the present work is described in detail. First,
central difference integration scheme used in Abaqus Explicit is presented. Then,
the reminder of this section describes the crystal plasticity model implemented using
VUMAT subroutine. For the quantities described in this section, the superscripts in
parenthesis correspond to the time step.
Framework in Abaqus Explicit
The material that is presented in this subsection is based on the Abaqus 2016
Documentation [1]. In Abaqus Explicit, the explicit integration scheme is used
together with lumped element mass matrices. The equations of motion for the
continuum body are integrated using the central difference integration scheme:
Ûu(n+ 12 ) = Ûu(n− 12 ) + ∆t Üu(n) (6.1)
u(n+1) = u(n) + ∆t Ûu(n+ 12 ) (6.2)
where u is displacement and the dot represents the time derivative. The time
increment ∆t was kept constant in the present simulations. The acceleration at each
time step is calculated from,
Üu(n) = M−1(F˜(n) − I˜ (n)) (6.3)
where M is the lumped (diagonal) mass matrix, F˜ and I˜ are the external and the
internal force vector, respectively. SinceM is diagonal, the update of the acceleration
is computationally efficient.
In the central difference integration scheme, the initial condition needs extra care
since Ûu(− 12 ) appears in Eq. 6.1 when n = 0 and is defined as,
Ûu(− 12 ) = Ûu(0) − ∆t
2
Üu(0). (6.4)
In Abaqus Explicit, the initial velocity and acceleration are set to zero unless other-
wise specified by the boundary conditions.
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Unlike the implicit integration scheme, the explicit integration scheme is condition-
ally stable. The stability condition is given by
∆t ≤ 2
ωmax
(6.5)
where ωmax is the largest eigenvalue of the system, which is approximated by
∆t ≤ 2
ωmax

l
v
(6.6)
where l is the characteristic length of an element and v is the characteristic wave
speed.
In each time step of a simulation (n-th time step), the following quantities are passed
onto the material model.
σ(n−1),∆ (n−1),F(n−1),F(n)
where F represents the deformation gradient tensor, and  is the strain tensor at each
time step. Based on those quantities, the material model returns the stress tensor
σ(n) which is then used to calculate the internal force vector I˜ (n) in Eq. 6.3.
Crystal Plasticity Model
In the FEM simulation of the present work, a crystal plasticity model [9] was
implemented using the VUMAT subroutine as the material model. The VUMAT
implementation is described below. The main assumptions in the crystal plasticity
model are the following.
• The plastic deformation is governed by motion of dislocation slip.
• The plastic deformation does not affect the elastic constants.
The second assumption is reasonable because the resulting crystal following the
dislocation slip is identical to the undeformed crystal, even though individual atoms
are displaced. This is schematically shown in the Fig. 6.1.
Each slip system was defined by its Burgers vector (direction of slip) bˆ and the
normal to the slip plane nˆ. The deformation of Mo single crystals are governed by
two slip systems: {110}<111> and {112}<111>. These are shown schematically
in Fig. 6.2. There are 12 independent slip systems for each type, therefore 24 slip
systems were considered in the FEM simulation. The slip systems are summarized
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of slip in a crystal. (From [13])
Figure 6.2: Slip systems considered in the FEM simulations. bˆ is the Burgers vector
and nˆ is the plane normal.
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Table 6.1: Slip systems considered in the FEM simulations
Index (k) nˆ bˆ Index (k) nˆ bˆ
1 {01¯1} <111> 13 {011} <1¯1¯1>
2 {12¯1} <111> 14 {1¯21} <1¯1¯1>
3 {11¯0} <111> 15 {1¯10} <1¯1¯1>
4 {2¯11} <111> 16 {21¯1} <1¯1¯1>
5 {101¯} <111> 17 {1¯01¯} <1¯1¯1>
6 {112¯} <111> 18 {1¯1¯2¯} <1¯1¯1>
7 {011¯} <1¯11> 19 {01¯1¯} <11¯1>
8 {1¯12¯} <1¯11> 20 {11¯2¯} <11¯1>
9 {1¯01¯} <1¯11> 21 {101¯} <11¯1>
10 {211} <1¯11> 22 {2¯1¯1} <11¯1>
11 {1¯1¯0} <1¯11> 23 {110} <11¯1>
12 {1¯2¯1} <1¯11> 24 {121} <11¯1>
in Table 6.1. We note that {112}<111> slip systems were defined such that positive
value of shear strain corresponds to slip in the antitwinning sense.
When the Cauchy stress tensor σ is given, the resolved shear stress (RSS) on the
k-th slip system is calculated using vectors in Table 6.1.
τ = nˆk · σ bˆk (No sum on k) (6.7)
This is analogous to calculating the Schmid factor [8] in the case of uniaxial stress.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the incremental kinematic formulation. The deformation ten-
sors Fn−1 and Fn correspond to the beginning and the end of each (n-th) time step,
respectively. In each time step, the single crystal deforms by the shear on slip
systems, which gives rise to the plastic part of deformation gradient ∆Fp. Sub-
sequently, the single crystal with embedded lattice undergoes elastic deformation
which is represented by the elastic counterpart ∆Fe. We have that
∆F = ∆Fe∆Fp (6.8)
which is analogous the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
tensor.
The following quantities are passed onto the VUMAT subroutine in each time step.
σ(n−1),∆ (n−1),F(n−1),F(n)
In VUMAT subroutine, RSS on 24 slip systems τ(n−1)k are calculated by substituting
σ(n−1) into Eq. 6.7. Then, based on the flow rule fflow, the shear velocity on each
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Figure 6.3: Incremental formulation in FEM simulation using Abaqus Explicit. Ω0
corresponds to the undeformed configuration. Abaqus Explicit performs coordi-
nate transformations after each step, and the tensorial quantities are defined in the
coordinate corresponding to Fn−1.
slip system Ûγ(n−1)k is determined. The shear strain on each of the 24 slip systems γk
is updated, and based on the hardening law fh, the instantaneous value of the critical
RSS τc,k is updated.
Ûγ(n−1)k = fflow(τ(n−1)k , τ(n−1)c,k ,Φ) (6.9)
γ
(n)
k = γ
(n−1)
k + Ûγ(n−1)k ∆t (6.10)
τ
(n)
c,k = τ
(n−1)
c,k + fh(γ(n−1), Ûγ(n−1),Φ)∆t. (6.11)
In the equations above, Φ represents a set of other parameters. The flow rule and
the hardening law are described in detail in subsequent sections. Temperature (T)
is initially set to 300 K and updated using the following equation.
T (n) = T (n−1) +
β∆t
ρ(n−1)Cp
24∑
k=1
|τ(n−1)k Ûγ(n−1)k | (6.12)
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where β is a Taylor-Quinney constant which is the ratio of the plastic work converted
to heat [9].
The shear strain, the critical RSS, and the instantaneous value of shear stress on
each slip system, as well as the temperature are stored as internal variables at each
material point. Based on the evolution of shear, the macroscopic tensorial quantities
are updated as follows.
The plastic part of deformation tensor can be calculated using the shear strain γk ,
Burgers vector bˆ, and the normal to the slip plane nˆ for the 24 slip systems.
Fp(n) =
24∑
k=1
γ
(n)
k bˆk ⊗ nˆk . (6.13)
Then, the elastic part of the Green strain tensor is given by
Fe(n) = F(n)(Fp(n))−1 (6.14)
Ee(n) =
1
2
((Fe(n))TFe(n) − I). (6.15)
Rate of deformation tensor D and rate of spin tensor Ω are decomposed into elastic
and plastic parts.
D = De + Dp (6.16)
Ω = Ωe + Ωp. (6.17)
The rate of deformation tensor D is given by
D(n−1) = 1
2∆t
(I − (F(n))−T (F(n−1))TF(n−1)(F(n))−1). (6.18)
The plastic part of the rate of deformation tensor is calculated from
Dp(n−1) =
24∑
k=1
1
2
(bˆk ⊗ nˆk + nˆk ⊗ bˆk) Ûγ(n−1)k . (6.19)
Then, the corresponding elastic part De(n−1) is calculated from Eqs. 6.16, 6.18, and
6.19. Similar to Eq. 6.19, the plastic part of the rate of spin tensor can be calculated
from
Ωp(n−1) =
24∑
k=1
1
2
(bˆk ⊗ nˆk − nˆk ⊗ bˆk) Ûγ(n−1)k . (6.20)
The update of the stress is defined through Kirchhoff stress τ. In Abaqus Explicit,
Green-Naghdi stress rate is used as the objective stress rates. However in the present
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work, the Jaumann rate was used due to the ease of implementation. Since the
rotation is not significant in our simulation, this does not affect our simulation.
Two Jaumann rates of Kirchhoff stress are defined: ∆τ is based in the coordinate
that rotates with the material and ∆eτ is based in the coordinate that rotates with the
embedded lattice (rotates with the elastic deformation ∆Fe). Then,
∆τ = Ûτ −Ωτ + τΩ (6.21)
∆eτ = Ûτ −Ωeτ + τΩe. (6.22)
One can relate the Jaumann rate to the kinematic variables using the constitutive
relation.
∆eτ = C(T) : De + C˜(T) : Ee : De. (6.23)
In Eq. 6.23, second and third order elastic moduli are employed for the constitutive
relation, and these moduli are temperature dependent. The temperature dependence
of the elastic moduli is described in detail in the subsequent section. From the
equations above,
∆τ = ∆e Ûτ + Ωeτ −Ωτ − τΩe + τΩ
= C(T) : De + C˜(T) : Ee : De −Ωpτ + τΩp. (6.24)
The stress tensor at next time step is calculated using Eq. 6.24.
σ(n) =
1
detF(n)
(detF(n−1)σ(n−1) +∆ τ(n−1)∆t). (6.25)
Flow rule
For the flow rule in Eq. 6.9, an exponential form was implemented in an ad hoc
manner, which is shown below.
Ûγ(n−1)k = fflow =

Ûγ0 exp
[
τ
(n−1)
k
τ
(n−1)
d,k
− 1
]
(τ(n−1)k ≥ τ(n−1)d,k )
− Ûγ0 exp
[
τ
(n−1)
k
τ
(n−1)
d,k
− 1
]
(τ(n−1)k ≤ −τ(n−1)d,k )
0 (Otherwise)
(6.26)
where τ(n−1)d,k is the threshold for the activation of the slip, and was calculated taking
into account the strain-rate dependent behavior. The exponential form for the flow
rule was essential to simulate the rapid drop in particle velocity behind the elastic
limit in plate impact experiments on Mo single crystals.
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The threshold τ(n−1)d,k was defined based on the Cowper-Symonds (overstress power
law) strain-hardening model. The Cowper-Symonds strain hardening law is usually
defined as [1, 14, 15]
Ydynamic
Ystatic
= 1 +
( Û
D
) 1
p
(6.27)
where p is the strain-rate sensitivity. Based on Eq. 6.27, the following form in terms
of the critical RSS was adopted,
τd,k
τc,k
= 1 +
( Û
D
) 1
p
(6.28)
where τc,k is the critical RSS without the strain-rate effect which is updated using
the hardening law described below.
The strain-rate sensitivity was chosen to be p = 2 based on the relation reported
in Molinari et al. [16]. In their work, shock structure of a plastic shock wave in
aluminum with stress up to 10 GPa was simulated. They calculated the Swegle and
Grady power law exponent [17] as a function of the strain-rate sensitivity p, and
showed that p ≈ 1.8 corresponds to the power law exponent reported. Swegle and
Grady [17] showed that the maximum strain rate Ûmax and the change in longitudinal
stress ∆σ in the plastic shock wave were related by the following:
Ûmax = a(∆σ)4 (6.29)
where a is a constant.
Hardening law
The following latent hardening model proposed by Lee et al. [9] was employed in
the simulations.
fh =
24∑
l=1
hkl
 Ûγl (n−1) (6.30)
hkl = hiksech
(
hik
∑24
m=1 |γn−1m |
gsk − gik
)
Qkl (6.31)
where hik is the hardening rate, and g
i
k and g
s
k are the initial and saturation yield
stresses, respectively. The initial yield stress corresponds to the Peierls stress [18].
The subscript k corresponds to the index of a slip system. Qkl is the hardening
matrix which is provided in Lee et al. [9].
The effect from hardening turned out to be insignificant in simulating the behavior
of shock compressed Mo single crystals, which is discussed further in Section 6.7.
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Temperature dependence of elastic moduli
A temperature dependent constitutivemodelmotivated by a formulation bySteinberg
et al. [19] was employed in the simulations. In their work, a model for the
shear modulus and yield strength applicable at high-strain rate Û ≥ 105 s−1 was
presented. They represented the shear modulus G as a function of strain, pressure,
and temperature as follows:
G = G0
[
1 +
(G′p
G0
)
P
η1/3
+
(
G′T
G0
)
(T − 300)
]
(6.32)
where G0 is the shear modulus in the reference state (T = 300 K,P = 0,  = 0),
η is the compression ratio defined as the reference specific volume divided by the
specific volume. G′p and G′T correspond to the derivatives of G with respect to
pressure and temperature at the reference state.
Shear modulusG is only applicable to isotropic solid and hence, one cannot directly
use Eq. 6.32 in the simulation for anisotropic single crystals. Instead, the following
form which was inspired by Eq. 6.32 was used. Since the pressure dependence
of the elastic limit was not significant in the simulations, a simplified form shown
below was adapted.
Ci j kl(T) = Ci j kl,0 − G′T (T − 300) (6.33)
C˜i j klmn(T) = C˜i j klmn,0 + G′T (T − 300). (6.34)
The sign in front of the parameter G′T was chosen so that the absolute value of the
elastic constants decrease with increasing temperature. As shown in Table 2.2, the
third order elastic constants of Mo have negative values. In our simulations, the
parameter G′T was fitted.
6.3 Simulation Settings
Figure 6.4 shows the configuration used in the simulation of Mo single crystal
subjected to shock compression.
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Figure 6.4: Simulation setting. (a)Schematic of the simulation domain and the
boundary conditions. (b)A view in Abaqus Explicit. Orange arrow shows the end
at which the velocity boundary condition was imposed.
As shown in Fig. 6.4, the boundary conditions for simulating uniaxial strain in the
z-direction, which is the direction of shock propagation are the following.
• Four edges move only in z-direction. (ux = uy = 0)
• The surface z = 0 moves with a velocity corresponding to the half of the
projectile velocity. The velocity was imposed as a smooth ramp function with
rise time of 0.1 ns.
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The boundary conditions reproduced the uniaxial strain condition in the plate impact
experiment, until the edge wave arrives at the center of the Mo sample. Because of
the 1-D deformation, the meshing was only applied along the longitudinal direction
(z-direction). The sizes (thicknesses) of the mesh were 1 µm for Mo single crystal
and 25 µm for the remainder of the simulation domain. The size of the time
step was chosen to be ∆t = 10−12 s = 1 ps. The duration of the simulation was
6.5 × 10−7 s = 0.65 µs
The response of Al, Cu and LiF were input into Abaqus in the form of Us − up
relations. These Hugoniot relations are shown in Table 4.1. Parameters appeared in
the crystal plasticity model were either taken from previous works or fitted in order
to match the resulting simulated velocity profile. These parameters are summarized
in Table 6.2. The effect of twinning-antitwinning asymmetry [10, 11] was not
considered in the setting shown in this section.
Table 6.2: Values of parameters for molybdenum single crystals used in the FEM
simulations
Description Value Reference
Second order elastic constants C0 Shown in Table 2.2 [20]
Third order elastic constants C˜0 Shown in Table 2.2 [21]
Taylor-Quinney constant β 0.9 [9]
Specific heat of Mo at 20 ◦C Cp 0.276 J/(g · K) [22]
Constant in the flow rule Ûγ0 109s−1 Fitted
Constant in Cowper-
Symonds strain hardening D 10
6s−1 Fitted
Strain rate sensitivity p 2 [16]
For {110}<111> slip systems
Hardening rate hik 1000 MPa [9]
Initial yield stress gik 870 MPa [18]
For {112}<111> slip systems
Hardening rate hik 1000 MPa [9]
Initial yield stress gik 690 MPa [18]
Saturation yield stress1 gsk 2g
i
k (Fitted)
Hardening matrix Q Provided in Lee et al. [9]
Constant in temperature dependence G′T 270 MPa/K Fitted
1Saturation yield stress was initially set to 2gi
k
. As discussed later in Section 6.4, the effect of
hardening turned out to be insignificant. Thus, no further effort was made to adjust the value of the
saturation yield stress.
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In each FEM simulation, the velocity profile at Mo sample - Lif window interface
was recorded at every time step. Also, the shear strain and the velocity profile
inside Mo sample were recorded at 5 different locations. The distances from the
front surface to the 5 locations are 1 µm, 0.2 mm, 0.8 mm, 1.4 mm, 2.0 mm (back
surface), respectively.
Local coordinate system in Mo single crystal
In order to represent the Mo single crystal samples along [100], [111], and [110]
orientations, the corresponding rotation matrices were calculated. Each row of the
rotation matrix was input to Abaqus to define the local coordinate system.
As shown in Fig. 6.4, the global coordinate system was defined such that the
direction of shock loading was in z-direction. For the simulation along the [110]
orientation, the vector eˆz = [001] in the global coordinate should correspond to one
of the vectors in [110] family in the local coordinate.
Let R be the rotation matrix. Then, for example,
1√
2

0
1
−1
 = R

0
0
1
 . (6.35)
The corresponding rotation matrix is,
R =

1 0 0
0 1√
2
1√
2
0 1√
2
− 1√
2
 . (6.36)
Each row of matrix R corresponds to each basis vector in the local coordinate. Then,
1√
2
[011¯] in the local coordinate corresponds to eˆz = [001] in the global coordinate.
For simulation along [111] orientation, following the same argument above, the
rotation matrix is,
R =

1√
6
− 1√
2
1√
3
1√
6
1√
2
1√
3
− 2√
6
0 1√
3
 . (6.37)
Then, 1√
3
[111] in the local coordinate corresponds to eˆz = [001] in the global
coordinate.
The implementation of the elastic part of the material model and the local coordinate
systems in Mo single crystal were checked with a uniaxial tension test. A 5× 5× 50
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Table 6.3: Results of the uniaxial tension test simulations
Orientation Longitudinal Stress [MPa] ErrorSimulated Theoretical Value
[100] 760.5 762.1 0.20%
[111] 571.0 565.2 1.0%
[110] 602.3 604.2 0.30%
mm bar of Mo single crystal was defined together with local orientation, and the
bar was subjected to extension of 0.1 mm. The theoretical value of the longitudinal
stress was calculated based on the second order elastic constants, and was compared
with the simulated value. The results are summarized in Table 6.3.
6.4 Effect of Hardening
Before moving onto the results of simulation along each orientation at 23 GPa and
67 GPa impact stresses, this section discusses the effect of hardening described in
Section 6.2 on the simulated velocity profiles. The figures below compare the results
of FEM simulations with hardening and without hardening. Each figure shows the
result of 23 GPa and 67 GPa impact stress simulation along the [100] orientation,
respectively.
Figure 6.5: Effect of hardening on simulated velocity profile in 23 GPa impact stress
simulation along [100] orientation.
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Figure 6.6: Effect of hardening on simulated velocity profile in 67 GPa impact stress
simulation along [100] orientation.
In Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, the difference in the simulated velocity profiles were not
significant when the hardening was considered.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 compare the evolution of shear strain in those simulations. Shear
strain at 5 locations in Mo single crystals are shown in those figures. One can see
that the evolution of shear strain in those two simulations are almost identical and
not affected by the level of hardening.
One can thus conclude that the effect of work hardening is not significant. In the
remainder of this chapter, the work hardening described in Section 6.2 was not
incorporated in the simulations.
6.5 Velocity Profiles
The results from the simulations are compared with the corresponding experiments
in Figs. 6.9 - 6.11 for 23 GPa impact stress, and in Figs. 6.12 - 6.14 for 67 GPa
impact stress. The effect of twinning-antitwinning asymmetry [10, 11] was not
considered in the simulations in this section. In each figure, three plots are shown.
The blue line corresponds to the experimental profile. The red line corresponds to
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Figure 6.7: Effect of hardening on evolution of shear strain in 23 GPa impact stress
simulation along [100] orientation.
Figure 6.8: Effect of hardening on evolution of shear strain in 67 GPa impact stress
simulation along [100] orientation.
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the result of simulation where all of the 24 slip systems in Table 6.1 are considered.
The yellow line corresponds to the result of simulation where only the {110}<111>
slip systems are considered.
Figure 6.9: Simulated and experimental velocity profiles for 23 GPa impact stress
along [100] orientation.
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Figure 6.10: Simulated and experimental velocity profiles for 23 GPa impact stress
along [111] orientation.
Figure 6.11: Simulated and experimental velocity profiles for 23 GPa impact stress
along [110] orientation.
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Figure 6.12: Simulated and experimental velocity profiles for 67 GPa impact stress
along [100] orientation.
Figure 6.13: Simulated and experimental velocity profiles for 67 GPa impact stress
along [111] orientation.
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Figure 6.14: Simulated and experimental velocity profiles for 67 GPa impact stress
along [110] orientation.
In Figs. 6.9 - 6.14, one can see that the plastic shockwave velocitywas overestimated.
In the 67 GPa impact stress simulation along [111] orientation (Fig. 6.13), the time
separation between two shock waves was underestimated, and the elastic limit was
not well-defined. In that case, the approach in Mandal et al. [23, 24] was used: the
portions above and below the knee were fitted with separate straight lines, and the
particle velocity at the intersection of those two fitted lines were taken as the elastic
limit.
Even though the simulated velocity profiles exhibited relaxation behind the elastic
limit, the velocity profile between the elastic shock wave and the plastic shock wave
was not captured adequately. It is noted that, between two shock waves, a dip in the
velocity was observed in the experiments. However, the simulated velocity profiles
showed constant velocity after the relaxation immediately following the elastic shock
wave, except for simulations along [110] and [111] orientations at 67 GPa impact
stress.
In terms of the difference between two types of simulations, one can see that the
behavior at the elastic limit (Mo sample - LiF window interface) was captured better
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in the simulations by considering only the {110}<111> slip systems.
The shock velocities and the particle velocity at the elastic limit and the peak state
are summarized in Table 6.4. This table also shows the measurement from the
corresponding experiment for comparison.
Table 6.4 shows that the particle velocity at the elastic limit (measured or recorded
at the Mo sample - LiF window interface) was captured better in the simulations
with only {110}<111> slip systems. The error was within ∼ 10% except for the 67
GPa impact simulation along the [111] orientation in which the elastic limit was not
well defined. Anisotropy of the elastic limit in terms of the particle velocity - as
mentioned in Chapter 4 - was adequately captured. The (Lagrangian) plastic shock
velocity was overestimated at most by ∼ 4%.
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6.6 Evolution of Shear Strain
The activated slip systems in the simulations depended on the loading orientation.
Table 6.5 summarizes the activated slip systems in the simulations along each
orientation. We note that the activated slip systems did not depend on the impact
stress. In Table 6.5, slip systems which had the same amplitude of shear strain are
put in parentheses. We note that the {110}<111> slip systems have odd indices and
the {112}<111> slip systems have even indices as defined in Table 6.1.
Table 6.5: Activated slip systems in shock compressed molybdenum
Orientation All slip systemsare considered
Only with
{110}<111> slip systems
[100] {6,8,18,20(Antitwinning)} {1,5,7,9,13,17,19,21}
[111] {10,18,24(Twinning)} {9,11,13,17,19,23}
[110] {4,10(Twinning)},{16,22(Antiwinning)} {3,5,9,11},{15,17,21,23}
As shown in Table 6.5, the number of activated slip systems were multiples of 4,3,
and 2 for simulations along [100], [111], and [110] orientations. This agrees with
the symmetry that BCC single crystals have around those axes (shown in Table 2.1),
which is reasonable.
Simulations with all 24 slip systems
The evolution of shear strain and the simulated velocity profile inside Mo sample
recorded at 5 different locations are shown in Figs. 6.15 - 6.17 for the case of 23 GPa
impact stress simulations where all 24 slip systems are considered. The simulated
particle velocity is shown in blue line and the amplitude of shear strain is shown in
orange and yellow.
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Figure 6.15: Evolution of shear strain and the particle velocity in Mo single crystal
in 23 GPa impact simulation along [100] orientation.
Figure 6.16: Evolution of shear strain and the particle velocity in Mo single crystal
in 23 GPa impact simulation along [111] orientation.
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Figure 6.17: Evolution of shear strain and the particle velocity in Mo single crystal
in 23 GPa impact simulation along [110] orientation.
Figures 6.15 - 6.17 show that the elastic limit inside Mo single crystals corresponds
to the first activation of slip systems. For the left most set of plots in each figure
(corresponding to 1 µm from the front surface), the time that the particle velocity
reaches the elastic limit corresponds to the first increment of shear. That indicates
that the plastic deformation is governed by the deformation on the slip systems. In
each simulation along each orientation, the elastic wave propagates faster than the
trailing plastic wave, and the time separation between two waves increases as the
waves propagate into the Mo single crystal.
As seen in Table 6.5 and Fig. 6.17, in the simulation along the [110] orientation, the
amplitudes of slip were different on the slip systems activated in the twinning sense
and on the slip systems activated in the antitwinning sense. However, despite the
difference in the amplitude of shear strain, the evolution of shear strain on the two
sets of slip systems are similar. The time at which the shear strain reaches maximum
on these systems are nearly identical. The difference in the time at which these slip
systems are activated is attributed to the difference in the ratio of longitudinal stress
and the shear strain (analogous to the Schmid factor [8]) calculated using Eq. 6.7
for those two groups of slip systems.
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Simulations only with {110}<111> slip systems
Along the [100] and [111] orientations, in simulations where only {110}<111> slip
systems were considered, the evolution of shear strain on {110}<111> slip systems
was similar to that on {112}<111> slip systems shown in Figs. 6.15 and 6.16. Along
the [110] orientation, the evolution of shear strain on slip systems {3,5,9,11} was
similar to the evolution on slip systems {4,10} in Fig. 6.17. The evolution of shear
strain on slip systems {15,17,21,23} was similar to the evolution on slip systems
{16,22} in Fig. 6.17. For all of the cases, the amount of shear on {110}<111> slip
systems were 47 to 55% of the corresponding {112}<111> slip systems.
6.7 Discussion
Activated slip systems
As shown in Figs. 6.9 - 6.14 and Table 6.4, the simulation with only the {110}<111>
slip systems reproduced the behavior at the elastic limit well. When all of the slip
systems were considered, {112}<111> slip systems were activated. The simulated
elastic shock velocity was almost identical to the simulation above, but the simulated
particle velocity at the elastic limit was only 59 - 65% of the experimental results.
This implies that the {110}<111> slip systems were responsible for the deformation
at the elastic limit. This is consistent with the results of the analysis in Section 5.3.
The view that the {110}<111> slip systems controls the deformation already implies
that the effect of twinning-antitwinning asymmetry in {112}<111> slip systems is
not important. However, another type of simulation was carried out to focus on the
effect of twinning-antitwinning asymmetry in {112}<111> silp system.
Effect of twinning-antitwinning asymmetry
As shown in Table 6.5, in the simulations along the [100] and [111] orientations,
the {112}<111> slip systems activated only either in twinning sense or antitwin-
ning sense. In contrast, the {112}<111> slip systems activated both in twinning
and antitwinning along [110] orientation. This result is consistent with what was
reported by Mandal [24]. This implies that the twinning-antitwinning asymme-
try is not important in the simulations along the [100] or [111] orientations. The
twinning-antitwinning asymmetry potentially plays a role in the simulation along
[110] orientation.
Another simulation explicitly incorporating twinning-antitwinning asymmetry was
carried out. As mentioned in Section 2.3, Guiu [10] found that the ratio of critical
RSS for the hard and soft {112}<111> systems was around 1.5. Hence, in this
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simulation, the initial yield stress (Table 6.2) for the {112}<111> slip systems
activated in antitwinning sense was set to 690 MPa × 1.5 = 1035 MPa.
The result of the simulation incorporating twinning-antitwinning asymmetry is com-
pared with the simulation where all 24 slip systems are considered. The simulated
velocity profiles are shown in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19.
Figure 6.18: Effect of twinning-antitwinning symmetry in 23 GPa impact stress
simulation along [110] orientation.
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Figure 6.19: Effect of twinning-antitwinning symmetry in 67 GPa impact stress
simulation along [110] orientation.
As shown in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19, the twinning-antitwinning symmetry had no effect
on the simulated velocity profile until the elastic limit. There were slight differences
in the simulated velocity profiles during the rise of the plastic shock wave, but the
difference was not significant.
From this observation, one can conclude that the effect from the twinning-antitwinning
symmetry is not significant in shock compressed Mo single crystals. As mentioned
before, the simulated velocity profiles imply that the {110}<111> slip systems were
responsible for the deformation at the elastic limit. This is consistent with the
argument on the twinning-antitwinning symmetry.
Overestimation of plastic shock wave velocity
Asmentioned in Section 6.5, the plastic shock velocitywas overestimated in all of the
simulations and are currently unable to explain the cause. Due to the overestimation
of the plastic shock wave velocity, the time separation between elastic shock wave
and plastic shock wave was underestimated. The elastic limit in 67 GPa impact
simulation along the [111] orientation was not well-defined due to this effect. Also,
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this hindered simulations where the impact stress was 90 GPa and higher. At those
impact stresses, simulated velocity profile did not show the two-wave structure, and
the overdriven shock wave was simulated by an error, due to the overestimation of
plastic shock velocity. This effect requires further investigation.
Disagreement in the velocity profiles
The simulated velocity profiles did not capture the measured velocity profiles be-
tween elastic and plastic shockwaves. This corresponds to the timewhen attenuation
of the elastic shock wave occurs. The attenuation is controlled by interplay between
the stress gradient and the plastic deformation rate behind the shock in addition to the
material properties [25]. In our current model, the effect from the stress/strain gradi-
ent was not incorporated. The disagreement between the experiment and simulation
may be attributed to the effect of stress/strain gradient.
6.8 Summary
A crystal plasticity model was implemented and simulations of shock compressed
Mo single crystals were carried out. The significant findings from the numerical
modeling are summarized below.
• The evolution of shear strain during the simulation supports that the elastic-
plastic deformation is controlled by shear deformation on the slip plane.
• The error in the particle velocity at the elastic limit between the simulation
and the experiment was smaller when considering only the {110}<111> slip
systems in the simulation. This implies that the onset of plastic deformation
of shock compressed Mo single crystals is governed by {110}<111> slip
systems.
• Even when the effect of twinning-antitwinning was explicitly considered in
the simulation, the effect was not significant.
• The plastic shockwave velocity was overestimated at most by∼ 4%. However,
this affects the simulation at higher impact stresses, which needs further
investigation.
• The velocity profiles between elastic and plastic shockwaveswere not captured
adequately. Dip in the particle velocity behind the elastic shockwave observed
in experiments was not reproduced.
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C h a p t e r 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Summary
In the present work, the elastic-plastic deformation of Mo single crystals shock
compressed to high stresses along three different orientations was investigated.
Specifically, the objectives were to examine the role of deformation mechanisms
and the effect of anisotropy on the elastic limit and the peak state. The present
work has covered stresses that were significantly higher than the elastic limit, and
examined the impact stress dependence manifested at the elastic limit and the peak
state in the high stress range. These phenomena had not been considered in the
previous shock studies on BCC single crystals. To achieve the overall objective,
a combination of experiments and numerical simulations were conducted. For the
experimental part, plate impact experiments were conducted to examine Mo single
crystals under shock compression at varying impact stresses along [100], [111], and
[110] orientations. For the numerical part, finite element method (FEM) simulations
that directly accounts for shear strain on slip systems were performed.
In the plate impact experiments, the shock velocities and the velocity profile were
measured using interferometry (VISAR [1, 2]). The experiments revealed clear
anisotropic effects at the elastic limit in terms of the measured particle velocity.
The measured particle velocity corresponding to the elastic limit at the Mo sample
- LiF window interface was significantly higher along [111] orientation than the
other orientations. Also, the effect of anisotropy manifested in the wave structure.
A two-wave structure - an elastic shock wave trailed by a plastic shock wave - was
observed up to 110 GPa impact stress along the [100] and [111] orientations. Along
the [110] orientation, the two-wave structure was observed only up to 90 GPa impact
stress. Along all three orientations, the measured particle velocity at the elastic limit
increased with increasing impact stress. The dependence on the impact stress was
significantly larger along the [111] orientation compared to the other orientations.
In contrast to the elastic limit, the effect of anisotropy did not manifest at the peak
state. The difference between the three orientations in terms of measured values at
the peak state were within experimental uncertainties.
Based on the measured quantities, the in-material quantities at the elastic limit and
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the peak state were calculated. Longitudinal stress at the elastic limit (elastic wave
amplitude) increased with the elastic impact stress, and the elastic wave amplitude
was larger along the [111] orientation than the other orientations. Compared to
the shock studies at lower impact stresses by Mandal et al. [3–5], the elastic wave
amplitudes showed an increase. In the elastic wave amplitude - elastic impact
stress plot (Fig. 5.4), the results from their studies did not match well with the
extrapolations from the present results. The difference was most pronounced for
the [111] orientation. There is no satisfactory explanation for the rapid increase
at present. To better understand the effect of anisotropy at the elastic limit and
to gain insight into the slip systems governing elasic-plastic deformation in Mo
single crystals, resolved shear stresses (RSS) on the {110}<111> slip systems and
the {112}<111> slip systems were calculated based on the elastic wave amplitude.
The difference between the calculated RSS and the corresponding Peierls stress
[6] was smaller on the {110}<111> slip system. This suggested the activation of
{110}<111> slip systems at the elastic limit.
At the peak state, Hugoniot relations were calculated based on the in-material quan-
tities. TheUs −up and the P− v plots were compared between the three orientations
as well as polycrystallineMo [7]. In contrast to the anisotropic behavior at the elastic
limit, the Hugoniot relations between three crystal orientations were within experi-
mental uncertainties, and they agreed reasonably well with the Hugoniot relations
for polycrystalline Mo [7]. The method to calculate the peak stress was analyzed,
which showed that in the case of two-wave structures, the contribution from the
elastic limit was considerably smaller than the contribution from the plastic shock
velocity and the particle velocity at the peak state. The orientation-independence of
the peak state was also observed in previous shock studies on Al single crystals [8]
and Cu single crystals [9] (FCC structure) under high stresses.
In addition to the plate impact experiments, finite element method (FEM) simu-
lations using Abaqus Explicit [10] were carried out. As the material model, a
crystal plasticity model [11–14] was implemented using Abaqus VUMAT subrou-
tine [15]. The results of simulations suggested that the effect of work hardening
was not a significant factor in the behavior of shock compressed Mo single crys-
tals. In the present work, two types of simulations were conducted: considering
all of the {110}<111> and the {112}<111> slip systems, and considering only the
{110}<111> slip systems. By comparing the results, the simulations suggested that
the onset of plastic deformation at the elastic limit of shock compressed Mo single
111
crystals was governed by the {110}<111> slip systems. This was in agreement with
the analysis of RSS in the present study.
Overall, the present study provided the first experimental measurements for Mo
single crystals under shock compression to high stresses. The results on the impact
stress dependence of the elastic wave amplitude of BCC single crystals were pre-
sented. Also, the peak state and the Hugoniot relations in BCC single crystals under
a wide range of impact stress were discussed.
7.2 Future Work
Directions for future work are outlined below.
Jump in elastic wave amplitude
In Fig. 5.4, the linear fit was superposed onto the calculated elastic wave amplitudes
along each orientation, but the results at the lower stress [3–5] did not match well
with the extrapolations from the present results. The cause for this discrepancy was
not determined from the present study. We note that the experimental configuration
in the present work and the work by Mandal et al. [3–5] were different. The
differences are summarized below.
• The experiments of Mandal et al. [3–5] used different materials for target
components: 7075-aluminum projectile, α-axis sapphire buffer and c-axis
sapphire window.
• Their plate impact experiments used a different facility. Since the projectile
velocity was lower in their experiments, a 4 inch gas gun was used.
Hence, by making measurement with their experimental configuration at 23GPa
impact stress, assuming c-sapphire window stays transparent at that stress, one can
determine if there is an effect from the difference in the experimental configuration.
Using the current configuration, one might encounter some issues as the shock wave
propagating in Al buffer can be two-wave structure at lower stresses. If the difference
in the experimental configuration does not affect the results, additional plate impact
experiments in the range of 10 - 20 GPa might shed light on non-linear impact stress
dependence of the elastic limit.
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Sound speed measurement
In the present study, the peak state in Mo single crystals was found to be orientation-
independent. However, as discussed in Section 5.8, this does not necessarily mean
that the peak state is isotropic. As mentioned in Section 2.5, Choudhuri et al. [8]
reported that the longitudinal sound speed in the shocked Al exhibited anisotropic
behavior. This implies that the Al single crystal maintained the crystal structure
under extreme compression. As a next step to the experimental efforts in shock
compressed BCC single crystals, sound speed measurements in the peak state can
elucidate the crystal structure, which is not reflected in the velocity profiles.
Microscopic measurement using X-rays
In this study, the difference between the calculated RSS at the elastic limit and the
corresponding Peierls stress [6] suggested the activation of {110}<111> slip sys-
tems. The results from the FEM simulation agreed with this argument. Now that
information on the continuum response from the macroscopic measurements are
available, in-situ X-ray measurements as in the case of magnesium single crystals
[16] can provide further information about the deformation mechanisms. Exper-
iments on Mo might encounter difficulties in terms of the penetration distance of
X-rays, but the microscopic information would be beneficial in validating a model
to describe the shock induced elastic-plastic deformation.
Numerical Modeling
As mentioned in Section 6.7, the plastic shock velocity in Mo single crystals was
overestimated in the FEM simulations. The cause was not determined at present,
but the simulations at higher stresses were hindered by this phenomena. Since the
third order elastic constants contribute to the plastic shock velocity, modifying the
temperature dependence of these constants may improve the simulation capability.
Regarding the disagreement in the velocity profiles between experiments and simu-
lation, implementing the effect from the stress/strain gradient may help to reproduce
the dip behind the elastic limit. Since there is only one material point in an element
in the present simulation, stress gradient can be calculated by accessing multiple
elements.
In addition to the verification of the crystal plasticity model with the uniaxial tension
test, it will be advantageous to verify with other cases. For this purpose, data on
the evolution of slip from the in-situ X-ray measurements can help in calibrating the
material model. Also, by simulating one element subjected to compression under
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uniaxial strain condition, one can compare simulated RSS and calculated value from
the orientation of the loading and slip systems. Having an accurate model for the
behavior in terms of crystal plasticity can contribute to the shock studies on a wide
range of crystal structures due to its wide applicability.
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